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Computer
science
program
begins
laser tag
project

Faculty
approves
school
structure
shake-up

Project could eventually
bring laser tag to campus,
but currently in development

Departments to re-align
under three schools as
Moshier’s is plan is approved
Kari Travis
Photography by Jim Garringer

Headlines
Pogue poetry festival
Poets and artists are congregating in
Upland this weekend to celebrate their
craft. The third annual Barton Rees
Pogue Poetry and Arts Festival will be
kicking off tonight at Taylor. Page 3

Lexie V. Owen

Managing Editor

Staff Writer

Taylor faculty and administrators voted yesterday in favor of a plan to formally restructure all schools within
the university and align departments
to combine similar branches of study.

Millions to map
the mind

President Obama announced a $100 million
initiative to explore the brain last week.
Researchers hope to learn what causes
various neurological disorders. Page 5

Boiling point

Marion Civic Theatre comedy features
chaos in the kitchen. Page 8

Theology on Tap

Pastor Rob Neel doesn’t shy away
from the bar scene. Page 9

Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 49°
Low: 34°

SATURDAY
High: 47°
Low: 35°

SUNDAY
High: 65°
Low: 53°
MORE ON PAGE 3

Follow Us
@TheEcho_Taylor
@TheEcho_Sports

Facebook.com/
TaylorUniversityEcho

Taylor Provost Jeff Moshier proposed the new school structure Feb. 11.

The proposal, which was initially brought forward Feb. 11 by Taylor
Provost Jeff Moshier, is focused on
answering questions about school
identity, according to Moshier.
“I’m looking for a real faculty contribution,” Moshier said in a presentation prior to yesterday’s vote.
“I want us to think about what we
mean by Christian liberal arts and
our philosophy of education.”
The preliminary restructuring
will come into effect over the summer with the intent of full implementation during fall 2013. The new
schools will be organized into three
entities: The School of Humanities,
Arts and Biblical Studies, The School
of Natural and Applied Sciences and
The School of Social Sciences, Education and Business.
Upon first arriving at Taylor last
fall, the provost noticed some problems in the university’s ability to
maintain a liberal arts focus. The
lack of cohesive structure within
schools was interfering with Taylor’s

Torrance graces Taylor,
speaks on Gospel
Scotland professor latest
in Staley Scholar program
Erika Norton
Staff Writer
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ability to communicate its identity
clearly to prospective students, according to Moshier.
And that wasn’t the only reason
for concern.
Moshier also discovered that imbalances in number of faculty from
one school to the next was giving
privileged status to smaller schools
while making it difficult for larger
schools to gain equal representation
within university governance.
It was then that Moshier hatched
his plan for structure reform.
“I could tell there were many faculty who were resonating with the me
about the concerns with identity,”
Moshier commented after the faculty
vote. “It always helps conversations to
give something that people can specifically think about and react to.”
Moshier began outlining a plan while
collaborating with deans and asking
for faculty insights. The response was
largely encouraging in terms of consideration for the rationale and philosophy of the proposal, he said.

The 2013 Staley Distinguished Visiting Christian Scholar series brought
in renowned professor Alan Torrance from Scotland this week.
Selected by a committee of Taylor faculty, the Staley Distinguished
Visiting Christian Scholar is an
outstanding example of Christian
scholarship of the highest merit, according to Taylor philosophy and religion professor Kevin Diller.
“They serve as an example to the
rest of the faculty and students,”
Diller said.
Having taught at universities in Europe, Torrance is currently the in the
chair of systematic theology at the
University of St. Andrews. He also has
played violin professionally and supervised Diller’s doctoral studies, making
it special for him to visit Taylor.

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Opposition to the plan was contained to concerns surrounding realignment of departments within
the new school structures, Moshier
said. It was only after several revisions that faculty members reached
a satisfying compromise.
“Some of the programs like psychology and sociology, which used to
be in the School of Liberal Arts, will
be moved over into the social science school,” Moshier said. “Things
like social work, which used to be
in the School of Professional Studies,
will be moved over into that social
science area as well.”
The transition to the new system
should be subtle and won’t affect
students noticeably during its preliminary stages, Moshier said.
If anything is obvious during the
shift, the provost hopes it will show
in the improvement of Taylor’s ability to communicate its purpose as a
leading liberal arts university.

with such a wise and knowledgeable
man,” said freshman biology major
Chelsea Carver.
At Torrance’s lecture Tuesday
night, he spoke about the ongoing
priesthood of Jesus Christ.
“No matter how lost we are, by the
“I've been profoundly
impressed by the quality Spirit we are given the privilege of
sharing and participating in His
of the students and the
soul-worthy worship and prayer,”
conversations we’ve
Torrance said.
had in class. There's
Junior Sarah Hughes attended and
appreciated this lecture.
an enthusiasm for the
“We need to remember that Jesus
faith, attentiveness
is
the priest that is interceding for
and commitment which
us,” Hughes said.
really impressed me.”
Torrance said he had an enor—Alan Torrance
mously uplifting, encouraging and
enjoyable time at Taylor.
Torrance spoke at chapel Mon“I've been profoundly impressed by
day and later that night, students the quality of the students and the
had an opportunity to interact with conversations we’ve had in class,”
him over dinner. Students asked him Torrance said. “There's an enthuany theological questions they had. siasm for the faith, attentiveness
Torrance thoroughly answered and commitment which really imeach question, showing his eager- pressed me.”
ness to help students understand
Diller hopes the lecture program
the Bible. He shared struggles and this year was helpful for students to
hardships he faced in his Christian put together big-picture theological
walk, even describing a time when questions that are really at the heart
he questioned the entire faith.
of one’s relationship with God and
“I felt privileged to be a part of everyday faith.
to be a part of such a close setting

Stefan Brandle, computer science
and engineering professor, emerged
from a laser tag game last spring
with an idea. He realized that this
activity could suit pick-a-dates, department and hall competitions,
prospective students and weekend
outings—on Taylor's campus.
Rather than pay for equipment,
Brandle decided to put his engineering talents to work.
It wasn’t long until he completed two working laser tag gun prototypes. These prototypes are currently
circuit boards consisting of little
more than infrared transmitters to
create beams, colored LED bulbs to
indicate different teams and sensors that will pick up when someone is shot.
The next step would include cutting open super soakers or nerf guns
and duct taping these circuit boards
inside. Brandle hopes to make
more sophisticated devices in coming years.
The estimated cost of each completed gun is $100 to $150. Brandle
plans to build a pair of guns at a
time. The time it will take to have
enough for a full game is yet to
be determined.
“It depends on who participates
and how soon we can get permission to play it on campus,” Brandle
said. “In the meantime, it’s just a
great class project. People are learning how to do the electronics, all the
software and networking.”
As the semester draws to an end,
neither Brandle nor many students
have sufficient time or energy to devote to the project. His hope is that
his first pair of working guns will be
completed over the summer and that
a real game will be ready to play by
next spring. To do this he will need
the aid of dedicated friends, coworkers or interested students.
Stephen Gilliland, a junior computer engineering major, helped
with gun programming and circuitry last year when Brandle first proposed his idea.
“It’s good experience to see how an
entire system works together,” Gilliland said. “This is a project that has
really fun components in multiple
areas of computing and electronics.”
Unlike regular laser tag systems
which use radio to communicate between devices, Taylor’s system will
use available Wi-Fi to send information between the gun and scoreboard.
The location of the game will have
to have Wi-Fi coverage, places to
hide and be a relatively safe playing
environment. Brandle’s search for a
suitable and permissible campus location is ongoing.
Main concerns include safety and
liability issues which could easily be
solved by providing players with instructions and a waiver, according to
Brandle. Finished laser tag guns will
be bright in color so they will not be
confused with real firearms.
By the time it is completed, Brandle’s laser tag system could provide a
source of cheap recreation and some
student employment. Fifteen minutes of laser tag will cost $2 per person as compared to $6 to $10 official
facilities charge for the same amount
of time. Proceeds would then be
used to pay students hired to help.

We should be seeing more results from the
state money that's being put out. That really
spawned . . . the creation of this bill.
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Top Five News Events of the Week
Senate poised to debate
gun control measure
latimes.com

Gunman dead, officer wounded as
Georgia hostage standoff ends
reuters.com

Drake to leave
Bergwall, take local
marketing job
Corrie Dyke
Editor-in-Chief

Jacob Drake is moving out of a residence hall for the first time since 2001.
Since graduating from Taylor in
2005 as a business management major and psychology minor, Drake has
lived in three different residence
halls on campus serving as assistant
or full-time hall director. Now, Drake
is looking to move off campus when
he takes a job with Upland marketing
firm Think First Marketing.
Think First Marketing, owned by
Patrick Sells (’12), is a full-service marketing agency near campus.
“I love the opportunity that this
company has and the dynamic level and the passion behind Patrick . . .,”
Drake said of the new job he will start
in June as Director of Business Development. “With every start-up there’s a
risk, but with every job there’s a risk.”

After five and a half years as
Bergwall’s hall director, Drake had to
ask himself what he really wanted to
do and where he really wanted to go
after this year. For Drake, that answer
has always been business.
It was his junior year at Taylor, a
year after he spent a semester in
Ireland where he met his now-wife
Whitney, when he decided being a
businessman was a call in his life. He
would remember walking into a business and thinking how much better
he could run it.
A year later, when Steve Morley,
current Dean of Residence Life and
Discipleship was Wengatz Hall Director, he asked Drake to consider applying for the assistant hall director
position. Drake applied for the parttime job and realized all the benefits
student development had given him
while he was a Personnel Assistant
his junior and senior year. Now, it was

Texas College Stabbing Suspect Left
‘Pieces of Blade’ in at Least One Victim
abcnews.com

White House Budget Curbs Some
Deductions for the Wealthy
nytimes.com

his chance to invest in those lives.
While assistant hall director, the
thought of starting a business on
campus never left Drake. He had
a dream of starting a coffee shop.
Northern Lights, the coffee shop at
the time, was not doing well and had
to close just before spring break of its
first year, according to Drake. Morley
went in on the project with Drake as
a business partner, and in August of
2006, the Jumping Bean returned to
campus. Drake said the name came
from what the shop was called a few
years back.
Transition happened again for Drake.
“I started the coffee shop, moved to
a new residence hall, started a new
school year and got married all within
about two weeks,” Drake said of when
he took the assistant hall director position in Samuel Morris hall for a year.
Another push from Morley and
Drake moved to an open interim position in Bergwall in January 2008.
Drake wanted the full-time position,
but needed a master’s degree.
“The whole time it felt like a long
job interview to get the position that
I wanted,” Drake said.
Following Drake’s success as interim in Bergwall, he took the full-time
position in fall 2008 and started his
MBA at Taylor.

In January 2009 Drake and Whitney
had their first child Lucy. Drake finished his MBA in May 2010. In April of
2011, their son Miles was born in the
Bergwall lounge.
These are the memories Drake will
have of his time at Taylor.
“For me it has been a whole bunch
of snapshots, snapshots of moments
where I’ve felt close to God, frustrated
with students, a true love for students,
snapshots of my family growing up in
that place.”
Drake has felt alive in his job when
he can walk away from a conversation feeling like he helped someone.
“I’ve grown a lot (since college) and
that has been to the help of God, my
wife, this place and my colleagues,”
he said.
Drake’s passion for business is
bringing him out of the dorm and life
at Taylor, but he won’t be too distant.
He hopes Whitney can continue her
part-time work in development keeping him close to the relationships he’s
invested in for the last twelve years.
“I’m really going to remember the
people,” Drake said. “Those interactions that have been good, have been
hard and have challenged me to be
a better man, husband, father and a
better son of Christ.”

Bill affecting scholarships
close to passing
Legislators hope to
encourage quicker
graduation, efficient
use of state dollars
Jon Stroshine
News Editor

Indiana ranks sixth among all U.S.
states in money spent per college student and 41st in degree completion,
according to Indiana Wesleyan University Associate Vice President for
Financial Aid Thomas Ratliff.
The Indiana Legislature has decided that does not add up.
A bill which would put more
requirements on recipients of
state-sponsored scholarships passed
the Indiana Senate Wednesday and is
now awaiting final adjustments, according to Ratliff.
"We should be seeing more results
from the state money that's being put
out," Ratliff said. "That really spawned
. . . the creation of this bill."
The bill would require members of
the 21st Century Scholar program and
recipients of the O'Bannon Scholarships, Indiana's two largest grant programs, to complete a certain number
of credit-hours per year to keep their
scholarships. Legislators hope this
will push students to graduate faster
and maximize Indiana's student aid.
Members of the 21st Century Scholars program would need to complete
30 credit hours per year to keep their
maximum amount of aid.
Those recipients who do not complete the 30 credit hours would be
bumped down to the O'Bannon
Scholarship, which offers less aid.
Any student who completes less than

Friday

Saturday

Appeals on
Wheels makes
stop at Taylor
Indiana’s second-highest
court to give exhibition
at Taylor today
Erika Norton
Staff Writer

The Appeals on Wheels tour will be
making a stop at Taylor today, giving students the rare opportunity to
see Indiana’s second-highest court
in action.
Students will be able to witness
the process of court proceedings in
the the Indiana Court of Appeals by
watching a real case, not simply a
mock trial or simulation.
“The main goal of the Appeals on
Wheels tour is to take the court out to
public settings so people can see it in
action and really learn more about its
indispensable role in Indiana government,” according to Martin DeAgostino, the Communications Director of
the Indiana Court of Appeals.
“Normally oral arguments are held
in Indianapolis at the courtroom or
at the Supreme Court room and not
everybody has the opportunity to
graduate, in addition to being more come and see them,” DeAgostino said.
motivated to finish.
That’s why this is a rare opportunity,
"One, we don't have much of a grad- he explained.
uation rate issue," Sutherland said.
“Normally oral arguments
"Two, our students are telling us they
are held in Indianapolis
want to be efficient by how quickly
they're completing the requirements."
at the courtroom or at the

taking longer to graduate college, according to Sommers.
But that trend is not present at Taylor, according to Taylor Vice President for Business Administration
Ron Sutherland.
24 credit-hours in a given year could
Sutherland said Taylor students are
be ineligible for state-sponsored tu- typically more prepared to succeed at
ition aid.
college than the average high school
Ratliff said the emphasis of the
bill is, "to try to put more emphaSummer days driftin’ away, to uh oh those….
sis on credits earned as opposed to
credits attempted, and ultimately
towards degree completion.
Ratliff believes the legislature
should drop the requirement that
21st Century Scholars who do not
courses.
meet the 30-hour minimum make
up for missed hours in the comBIB110 Biblical Literature I
ing years.
BIB210 Biblical Literature II
For example, a student who takes
BIB370 Romans
26 credit hours their freshman year
CAS110 Public Speaking
would have to take 34 their next
year to remain eligible.
CAS120 Interpersonal Communication
"That freshman year is the bigECO201 Principles of Microeconomics
gest challenge," Ratliff said. "That
ECO202 Principles of Macroeconomics
will be a defining moment to see if
ENG110 Expository Writing
students are going to more consistently rise to occasion of earning
ENG230 World Literature
those 30 hours."
HIS124 History of the United States I
Another provision of the bill is
HIS125 History of the United States II
that schools would have to proMAT110 Finite Mathematics
vide students with a chart telling
them plainly how much financial
MAT120 Investigations in Mathematics
aid they can expect from the state,
PHI413 Contemporary Christian Belief
according to Robert Sommers,
PHP100 Fitness for Life
Huntington University's Director
PHP200R Running
of Financial Aid.
Sommers noted that most of the
PHP402 Administration of Human Performance
changes from the bill would probPOS100 American Politics
ably not be implemented until fall
PSY110 Foundations of Psychology
2014, giving Indiana colleges time
PSY200 Introduction to Psychology
to prepare.
"The economy has created a lot
REL313 Historic Christian Belief
of the need for this," Sommers said.
SOC220 Ethnic and Minority Issues
"If we're going to put that money to
students, let's make sure it's . . . goClasses are online and flexible with no meeting
ing to . . . students who are gonna be
times. Register through Tower.Tuition is $350/hr.
completing their (degree) and do it
on time."
There is a trend toward students

The Glass
Mosaic Night,
Menagerie, 7 p.m.,
7:30 p.m., Rediger
Rupp 101
Auditorium
Getting Away With
Murder, 7:30 p.m., 10
p.m, Rupp 203/205

Immigration bill is personal
for many at Capitol rally
usatoday.com

summer

blackboard

Supreme Court room and not
everybody has the opportunity
to come and see them.”
—Martin DeAgostino

After the case proceedings are finished, there will be a question and answer session, allowing students time
to ask any questions about the court
procedures and processes.
The Court of Appeals hears both
civil and criminal appeals. At tonight’s argument, “L.S. v. Indiana Department of Child Services,” a Marion
County woman will contest her loss
of parental rights.
“What makes this interesting is that
in the past, we’ve had mostly criminal
cases,” said professor of political science Philip Loy. “This is a civil case involving some very messy issues.”
The tour makes stops at Indiana colleges, universities and high
schools primarily, according to DeAgostino, and has visited conference
and retirement centers as well. Today
will be the court’s sixth visit to Taylor.
The 15 members of the Court of Appeals issue about 2,500 written opinions each year because the court must
accept all appeals sent to it. Since
2000, over 360 cases have been presented to audiences all over Indiana.
The argument will start at 1:30 p.m.
in Euler Room 109.

online.taylor.edu/summer
In The Loop

Sunday

Sunday Night
Community, 8 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

Monday

World Religions
Week Chapel,
10 a.m., Rediger
Auditorium

Tuesday

Correction:
Last week's story “Taylor to add
Asian Languages” featured an
incorrect byline. The story’s
author was Erika Norton. We
regret the error.

Wednesday Thursday

MECA Meeting, 8 p.m., Chapel, Bill
Euler 113
Carmichael, 10 a.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

Baseball doubleheader, 2 p.m.,
Baseball Field

LOCAL

This person . . . could be anyone from a janitor
or teacher who attended specialized training
to an actual police officer or security guard.
Indiana legislation may require armed
employee in schools
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Pogue festival presents local poetry
Upland’s upcoming arts festival celebrates poetry and the way it brings people together
Paula Weinman

Contestants will have the opportunity to present their pieces to a panel
This weekend, artists, poets and cu- of judges, including Taylor’s own Dr.
rious audiences will gather in places Bowman. This year’s contest theme
all around Upland—including Tay- is “Childhood Memories.”
lor’s campus—to commemorate po“People all around us have
etry and the arts. Coming to Upland
experienced deep, terrible
for the third year in a row, the Barton
Rees Pogue festival draws poets and
pain. And they’re trying to
poetry-lovers from all areas of Inditake that pain and transform
ana to celebrate the ways in which
it into something positive.”
poetry unites and inspires all kinds
—Daniel Bowman
of people—people as various as children, adults, writers and audiences.
The theme is a good choice for
The festival consists of several ses- this particular festival, as the festisions, many informal, held in loca- val itself came about as a result of
tions all around Upland, and several the childhood memory of Wes Recontests featuring the work of local diger (president emeritus of Taylor,
artists and writers. Tomorrow, at- and the master of ceremonies for the
tendees will have the opportunity to closing session of the festival conshare favorite poems with each oth- tests). Wes remembered delivering
er and hear readings from published newspapers to the poet Barton Rees
poets, including Ball State universi- Pogue during his childhood, accordty professor Mark Neely (author of ing to festival director LaRea Slater.
“Four of a Kind,” a recently-published Pogue was a Taylor graduate, a Tayanthology). Tomorrow the poetic lor professor and a regionalist poet
and artistic competitions will begin. whose work celebrates Indiana and
Contributor

Grant County. Wes proposed organizing an arts festival in the poet’s
name that could put Upland on the
map, and encourage the development of undiscovered artists from
the community Pogue loved so
dearly.
Although poetry is often seen as a
“higher art form”, one that can only be
appreciated by a select few, Professor
Bowman emphasized the idea that
poetry is made accessible through
personal experiences of it.
“Poetry is meant to be read out loud.
It can’t just stay on paper, in one dimension. You read the poems differently after you’ve heard the poet read
them. It’s a thrilling, powerful thing.”
In fact, attendees may be more familiar with poetry than they think,
Dr. Bowman continued. “A love of
poetry sometimes goes back to childhood. Children love make up rhymes.
There’s something satisfying about
rhyme and meter.”
Fostering this love of poetry and
art was one of the reasons the festival

expanded to include a separate contests for young artists from Eastbrook
Elementary, LaRea Slater stated.
“(Poetry) is a beautiful thing, and
we don’t want it to die out,” she
said. “We’ve seen young kids creating things and being able to present
their work to the judges. There’s a lot
of positives coming out of the festival,
and we want that to continue.”
Drew Neuenschwander (’13) will be
sharing a poem about Josh Larkin this
weekend, and he, too, believes that
sharing stories—especially during a
time of grieving—is a way of bringing
people together.
“After I shared the poem at the Parnassus release party, people came up
to me and asked questions about the
piece. I really appreciated that,” he
said. Storytelling, he said, is a way of
helping each other through grief. “I
think God made healing to be a corporate interaction.”
Poetry, Professor Bowman added,
is a way for people to learn, understand and support each other—just
by listening.
“People all around us have experienced deep, terrible pain,” he said.
“And they’re trying to take that pain
and transform it into something positive. It’s a very human thing.”
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Third Annual Barton Rees Pogue
Poetry and Arts Festival
Friday, April 12
6 p.m. – Barton Rees Pogue Lecture at Taylor
7 p.m. – Poetry Reading of Favorite Poets
and Poems at the Gray Barn
Saturday, April 13
Art
10 a.m.-12 p.m. – Avis Industrial Corp. Community Room-Adults - Lower Level-Boren
Western Art Collection
10 a.m.-12 p.m. – Taylor Student Art in
Metcalf
10 a.m.-12 p.m. – Youth Art in Lobby of Upland Community Church (UCC)
Poetry
10 a.m. – Interpretive Reading:Dramatic/Humorous for Youth: Ele.,Jr. High, HS at UCC
11 a.m. – Original Poetry Writing for YouthEle., Jr. High, HS
1 p.m. – Original Poetry Writing – Adult/College at Taylor
2 p.m. – Interp.Reading –Dramatic/Humorous – Adult/College at Taylor
3 p.m. – Poetry Workshop – Poetry Writing
and Getting Published at Taylor
4 p.m. – Closing Ceremony at Recital Hall
5 p.m. – Book Signing for Festival Poets:
Mark Neely, BSU; Dan Bowman, TU
Closing Events
7:30 p.m – Taylor University Mosaic, Rediger
Auditorium
7:30 p.m. – Marion Philharmonic Orchestra,
Phillippe Auditorium IWU

Indiana legislation may require armed employee in schools
Katelyn S. Irons

officer” for each school, according
to the Indy Star. This person, they
said, could be anyone from a janitor
Indiana is taking steps to become the or teacher who attended specialized
first state in the nation to require an training to an actual police officer or
armed employee to be present in ev- security guard.
ery public or charter school during
Speaker Pro-Tempore at the Indiregular hours, according to The New ana House of Representatives and
York Times. They state that this leg- Taylor alum, Eric Turner (’75) statislation is being pushed due to fear ed that the bill has been amended a
about mass school shootings.
few times since coming to the house.
The bill, approved last week by the According to Turner, the current bill
State House Education Committee, states that each school would be
would require a trained “protection granted $50,000 a year to establish a
Local News Editor/Copy Editor

school security plan and that schools
have the ability to privately opt out of
this hiring, thus allowing some safety in the fact that no one will know
which schools have security guards
and which do not.
“I want to be careful not to overreact
to the incident in Connecticut or any
incident,” Turner said. “Putting an officer in every school sounds good, but
any intruder who wanted to take out
30 kids, it would probably be easier to
do it on a school bus on a country road
where there wouldn’t be an officer.”

CONTEXTUAL | FLEXIBLE | FULLER

Alexis Armstrong, professor of education and Director of Teacher Education at Taylor, agrees that the safety
of schools is a priority, but disagrees
with the idea of an armed guard or
armed school personnel being enforced upon a school district.
“It is up to the local school district
and school board to decide whether or not to have armed personnel,”
Armstrong said. “Having security
guards or police occasionally monitor
school grounds can also be helpful.”
Tim McAboy, assistant professor
of education at Taylor,
agreed with Armstrong,
saying that enforcing
each school to hire an
armed guard would put
unwanted pressure on
taxpayers. “Government
often places requirements on schools without providing the needed
funding to meet the requirements,” McAboy said.

Teresa Meredith, vice president of
the Indiana State Teachers Association, expressed more concerns of
child safety to the Indy Star.
“I can’t imagine trying to manage 28
to 30 children by myself and manage
a loaded weapon on my body somewhere, and be able to deal with a potential intruder and keep the kids
safe,” Meredith said.
McAboy agreed, saying, “Much like
guns in the home, any possible benefit from having armed school personnel (other than corrections officers)
would be far outweighed by the increased likelihood of gun accidents
in schools.”
According to Turner the Indiana
House will be making a decision by
the end of April at the latest.
In-depth Coverage:
To learn more, visit the Indiana House
of Representative’s website at
in.gov/legislative.
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Whether God is calling you to serve in church ministry, non-profit work, psychological
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practice, or other vocations in the marketplace, Fuller will shape and refine you intellectually,
spiritually, personally, and missionally—wherever you are.

The nation this week

•
Seattle

Starting this fall, it’s easier than ever to study at Fuller. Enroll in one of three

•
Indianapolis

degree programs that allow you to learn without leaving your context:
■ MA in Intercultural Studies (MAICS)*

•
New York

•
Salt Lake City

■ MA in Theology and Ministry (MATM)*
■ MA in Global Ministry (MAGL)

•
Los Angeles

Become part of our richly diverse learning community—committed to
Jesus Christ and passionate to serve. Apply today.
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Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher passed away
Monday from a stroke.
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Behind the times

Lessons from the Iron Lady Student suspect in school stabbing
Lesson Two: Economic End-game
What you didn’t know
It wasn’t until Thatcher rose to power
that Great Britain’s appalling economabout Margaret Thatcher,
ic status moved beyond mere manout in the open and
agement and into the arena of radical
under the microscope
reform. Thanks to the conviction of Britain’s leading lady, the status quo concept
Kari Travis
of “managing decline” was entirely unacceptable, according to British econoManaging Editor
mist Ruth Lea.
When the iconic former British Prime
“It was staggering success,” wrote Lea
Minister Margaret Thatcher passed in a CNN editorial. “After a rocky start—
away from a stroke last Monday, the there was a nasty recession in the early
world reacted on a scale of extremes.
1980s from which parts of manufacturing did not recover—the British econoLove. And hate.
Although some, like President Obama my began to perform significantly better.”
and former first lady Nancy Reagan
Thatcher’s push for privatization
mourned Thatcher’s death, others, such and competition revolutionized British
as Northern Ireland’s political leader markets and simultaneously pitted her
Gerry Adams, scorned her legacy as against labor unions.
belligerent and destructive.
But in her traditional, iron-clad reAnd here’s the kicker: History vali- solve, the lady stuck to her guns.
dates both viewpoints.
Thatcher, it turns out, is every bit a Lesson Three: Barrier Breakdowns
case study of what leadership looks like
If there is one element of Thatcher’s
in all of its power, failure and raw hu- legacy that stands out, it is how she shatmanity. On one hand celebrated, on the tered all blockades standing between
other hand criticized. Through it we can women and positions of political and
easily see the fickle pattern of our atti- economic influence.
tudes when it comes to how we view
Today we take Thatcher’s rule for
even the greatest of the world’s leaders. granted, but the Iron Lady’s election
But our goal today is both simple and wasn’t just extraordinary. It was downsignificant: to define the three most right unprecedented.
important lessons to be learned from
Ironically, Thatcher despised feminist
Thatcher’s legacy.
thought and stated publicly, (before her
run for Prime Minister), that no woman
History, after all, will speak for itself.
would ever be elected to office during
Lesson One: Conviction Comes First her lifetime.
Thatcher’s trademark trait was her
As we well know, she proved herpersistence and resolve. Onlookers of self wrong.
Thatcher’s politics noted that she was
intensely patriotic and determined The Bottom Line
to bring Great Britain out of its postIf you’re looking for a reason to love
WWII economic recession and back or hate Margaret Thatcher, history will
into a state of prosperity, according rush to your aid.
to CNN.
That’s not what you should look for in
But Thatcher’s guts and fierce de- the lessons outlined here.
termination were rejected by those
It’s true that, like every other leader on
who felt her policies were destructive. this planet, Thatcher made incredibly
And her refusal to stray from her be- flawed choices. She flubbed foreign poliliefs and policies caused her to lose cy. Occasionally, she even supported corpoints with a significant number of rupt leaders on the international scene.
British citizens.
But regardless of her mistakes,
The poor reviews didn’t stop Thatch- Thatcher stands out in history because
er, though. During a speech at a 1980 she succeeded in one important aspect:
conservative party conference, the
Strong leadership grounded
Iron Lady succinctly summarized her in conviction.
Thatcher was the exception. The unattitude toward political agenda, and
silenced skeptics with trademark wit. likely grocer’s daughter who rose to pow“To those waiting with baited breath er just in time to significantly improve
for that favorite media catchphrase, the long-term welfare of Great Britain.
the U-turn, I have only one thing to And because she stuck to her word, we
say: ‘You turn if you want to. The la- can look at her and understand that,
dy’s not for turning.’”
though her actions were sometimes misguided, her intentions were certainly in
the best interest of her country.

A Lone Star College
student is being tried for
stabbing 14 other students
Claire Hadley

about stabbing people to death since
elementary school, ABC said. Quick
also claimed to have been planning
this attack for some time.
The campus was locked down by
college officials shortly after 11:30 a.m.,
World Editor
with students receiving information
Dylan Quick, the 20-year-old deaf stu- of the lockdown on their phones, acdent charged in the Tuesday morning cording the the New York Daily News.
stabbings at Lone Star Community Some students stayed in classrooms
College near Houston, has been or- and hid, others fled into hallways and

around their head and neck areas,
said Robert Rasa, a spokesman for
the Cy-Fair Volunteer Fire Department, according to CNN. This agreed
with Babauta’s reports.
Victims could be heard wailing in
pain throughout campus buildings
and grounds, Cassie Foe, a 21-year-old
student, told the Houston Chronicle.
“I went out to ask them to please
be quiet, and a girl was bleeding out

Police and students tackled Dylan Quick to the ground.

dered to submit to psychiatric evaluation. Following a knife attack that
resulted in 14 people being injured,
Quick has been charged with three
counts of aggravated assault, using
a razor-blade type knife.
Although no one was killed, all of
the wounded were hospitalized, two
with critical injuries. All were listed in
good condition Wednesday, according to the New York Daily News.
Quick did not appear in court
Wednesday because he was placed in
a mental hospital. The judge decided
this was necessary after police reported Quick claimed to have fantasized

were evacuated to cars.
The school reopened Wednesday,
although officials are still on alert.
The school is offering counseling sessions for students and faculty to aid
in mental recovery from the attack.
Ray Babauta, a student at Lone Star,
aided in preliminary care of the injured while waiting for medical officials to arrive after witnessing attacks
on several students. Babauta said that
the suspect seemed to be mainly targeting random, female victims, and
that he was focusing on stabbing or
slicing their necks and faces.
Most of the victims had lacerations

through her neck, running down the
stairs. I saw another girl sitting at the
top of the stairs, and they had paper
towels on her neck because she had
gotten stabbed in the throat.”
“I turned around and there was
just blood,” Lone Star College student Melody Vinton said to CBS. “Just
blood dripping down the stairs, all
over the floor, all over everyone’s towels on their necks—just a lot of blood.”
The school is still recovering from
a shooting attack three months ago
in which three people were wounded
at another Lone Star College campus.

Russia bans
swearing
President Vladimir Putin
enacted confusing bill
banning use of swear
words in mass media
Olivia Jessup

Contributor

Make a Global Impact!

Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific is an
overseas program that includes a semester spent in downtown Los Angeles
followed by two years living abroad at one of nine partnership sites in
slum communities.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social
entrepreneurship, students earn their master’s degree while living among
the world’s 1.3 billion urban poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts
for spiritual, social, and economic change.

45 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC

Now enrolling for fall! Apply by April 30.
(805) 290-0441
matul@apu.edu
www.apu.edu/matul
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Russian President Vladimir Putin
signed a bill banning swear words in
the mass media on Monday, which
calls for a fine for those who may use
obscene language.
The fines go up to an equivalent
of $6,300 for media outlets and $100
for individuals, according to Russian newspaper Ria Novosti. The
bill was approved by both houses
in parliament earlier this year.
The law is supposed to be for
the protection of children, according to lawmaker Vladimir Ponevezhsky. However, there is no list
of banned words, which has left
many confused.
In spite of the passing of the bill,
some Russians have questioned the
application of the bill, according to
Russia Today. Since there is no list
of banned words, critics of the bill
say it is incomplete without a list.
One representative of the journalists’ community says that the
bill would be detrimental to the
mass media, according to Russia
Today. His thoughts were echoed
by another prominent journalist.
“The mass media that uses a
most harmless word from the certain lexicon will get a warning for
the first time, but the second use in
this word even in the same article
will lead to its closure,” said Ashot
Djazoyan, secretary of the Russian

Two topless protesters greeted Putin as he exited a meeting.

Union of Journalists to Russia Today.
“This means, if someone says something rude we practically lead the
media outlet to a death sentence.”
Before this law had been passed,
Russia demanded responsibility
for the use of expletives in public,
but not in the media, according to
Deputy Speaker Sergei Zheleznyak,
co-author of the bill. Zheleznyak
noted that the media ought to be
considered a public place.
This new law makes reporting
some news stories a challenge. Putin was recently approached by a
group of topless radical feminists,
called Femen, with obscenities
against the president painted on
their torsos, according to the Irish
Times. The Irish Times also noted
that it was unclear how the Russian
media would report this story due
to the language used.
Swearing in Russia has an unusual history, according to The Guardian. Swearing is far more serious
than in the West, and in polite company, it is considered inappropriate.
However, in Russia, swearing is also
an art form, with dictionaries and

manuals dedicated to perfecting
the use of swear words. Swearing
is also becoming more popular with
the younger, post-Soviet generations, according to The Guardian.
“You can count the number of
times that swear words appeared
in the press in the past few years,”
said Oleg Kashin, a prominent journalist, to The Guardian. Kashin
noted that usually these occasions
are a part of a citation, like the Femen protest.
“This new law won’t change anything—it’s more a symbolic thing
to show the so-called imagined
‘simple Russian people’ that the
creative classes can’t live without
swearing. It’s a symbolic gesture to
show that Putin and United Russia
are protecting the people’s traditions,” Kashin said.
A recent poll from Russia Today
shows that 84 percent of Russians
support the ban, and only 8 percent said that swearing is an “ancient tradition,” and that the bill
wouldn’t change a thing.
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It could enable neuroscience to really get to
the nitty-gritty of brain circuits, which is the
piece that’s been missing from the puzzle.
Obama’s BRAIN initiative to explore the
human mind
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The

  Geek Obama’s BRAIN initiative to explore the human mind
Briefs
David Adams
S&T Editor

‘Pass-thoughts’ to replace passwords?
You could soon
say goodbye to
your 8 to 12-character strings of letters, numbers
and symbols, if researchers at
the UC Berkeley School of Information have their way. The researchers announced the results
of a study this week in which
participants wore a $199 brainwave-reading electroencephalography (EEG) headset called the
Neurosky Mindset, connected to
computers via Bluetooth. The
headset measured brain activity
as participants completed seven
mental tasks, three of which all
participants performed and four
unique assignments.
Added together, the tasks were
enough to identify
each individual.
bit.ly/Thought-key
To learn more, download QR code
reader like Scan, for iPhone, Android
and Windows Phone.

$100 million project seeks
cures to brain disorders,
deeper understanding
of brain circuitry
Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor

President Barack Obama announced
an ambitious new research initiative
to map the human brain last week.
The Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies
(BRAIN) Initiative will be launched
in 2014 with $100 million in governtment and private funding.
While this is the first official announcement of the project, Obama
alluded to it during his State of the
Union address when he said “scientists are mapping the human brain to
unlock the answers to Alzheimer’s.”
According to The White House
website, the research project hopes
to discover “ways to treat, prevent
and cure brain disorders like Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, autism, epilepsy and traumatic brain injury.”
The White House also stated the
$100 million funding for this research
is supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency and the National Science Foundation. More than $60 million will be
coming from other foundations and
private research institutions.
“As humans we can identify galaxies light-years away. We can study

Offline consumer habits
will guide Facebook ads
Company allows brands to
sell ads based on consumer
purchases, interests
David Adams
S&T Editor

The world’s largest social network has
more than a billion users, 618 million
of whom access the site every day. As
those users post statuses, “like” Pages and “follow” celebrities or organizations, Facebook accumulates more
user data than most people would
care to know, allowing the network
to show particular ads to those who
are most interested in them.
Now the company is making it
easier to incorporate data collected
offline in its advertising platform. Advertisers will be able to target groups
of users with ads based on their interests, using a new feature called
“partner categories” announced
Wednesday on the Facebook Studio blog.
In the announcement, Facebook
said it had partnered with marketing companies Acxiom, Datalogix
and Epsilon, which track consumer
behavior to create these categories
of users. Partner categories anonymously group users based on their
buying habits, as reported by the
partner companies, allowing advertisers to choose to target their ads to
the user groups most likely to be receptive to them.
For example, one partner category
is called buyers of children’s cereals.
The tool shows that nearly 15 million
people are in the category, which consists of those “who spend three times
or more than the national average” on
children’s cereals. No personal information is included in the category,
though the information comes partly from store loyalty card data.
There are currently 500 partner categories, with more on the way as advertisers begin to use them.
Epsilon, a Texas-based marketing firm, said in a press release that
partner categories help brands create
appealing content based on user “interests, profession and buying habits.”
“There is a tremendous opportunity for marketers to leverage offline data to reach their customers
and prospective customers where
and when they are deeply engaged,”
said Eric Stein, executive vice president of Online Solutions at Epsilon,
in the release.
Epsilon aggregates household purchase data provided by retail companies and provides

it to companies to help them
create and target advertisements. The company says it
does not provide its data to
individuals or to companies
granting credit, performing background checks or
determining health insurance rates.
Facebook sought to assure
users that their privacy is not
endangered through a note
called “Advertising and our
Third-Party Partner,” also
posted Wednesday. Ads created in partnership with the
three companies will include
a link to learn more about
them.
“About this Ad” pages will
identify the company “responsible for including you
in the audience for the ad,”
whether it was Facebook or
a partner company. Users
will also be able to prevent
that particular ad from being shown again or to block
all ads from that company.
Facebook also says its
partners will offer more
public information about
the collection of customer
data and how the companies use the data. Users will
have some control over the
data associated with them,
though Facebook noted
that ability was “new to the
industry” and will be developed in the coming months.
In the meantime, it’s full
speed ahead for Facebook,
which seeks to continue increasing ad revenue in 2013.
The company took in $1.33 billion in ad revenue during the
fourth quarter of 2012, according to its most recent earnings
report. This represents 84 percent of Facebook’s total revenue and a 41 percent increase
over ad revenue in the fourth
quarter of 2011.
New features like the revamped NewsFeed and Graph
Search, which were announced
in the last few months and are
slowly being released, may be
central to the user experience.
But for Facebook, it’s all
about the ads: who buys them,
who sees them and how Facebook can ensure that advertisers get the most bang for
their buck.

Photograph provided by Euroscientist

Current technologies like MRI will be combined with new tech developed by researchers.

particles smaller than an atom, but
we still haven’t unlocked the mystery
of the three pounds of matter that
sits between our ears,” Obama said.
The BRAIN Initiative hopes to map
the neural circuits of the brain with
new technology like nanosensors
and wireless fiber-optic tools, according to The Independent. They
also stated these new technologies
would be used with traditional methods like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

“It could enable neuroscience to really get to the nitty-gritty of brain circuits, which is the piece that’s been
missing from the puzzle,” said Rafael
Yuste, the co-director of the Kavli Institute for Brain Circuits at Columbia
University, to LiveScience. “The reason it’s been missing is because we
haven’t had the techniques, the tools.”
Some neuroscientists are skeptical
about the project due to the lack of
clear details and abundance of vague
rhetoric that was revealed along

with the BRAIN Initiatives mission,
according to Science, a magazine
produced by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
“As the proposal stands, it’s still awfully vague, so it’s hard not to have
some reservations,” said biophysicist
Jeremy Berg, former director of the
National Institute of General Medical Sciences at the NIH, to Science.
Other scientists question the process of using traditional methods like
the MRI, according to LiveScience.
“I don’t think that their particular
approach of trying to map the brain
through imaging is really necessarily the way that’s the best reflection
of what is actually going on in the
brain,” said Don Stein, director of
the Brain Research Laboratory at
the Emory University School of Medicine, to LiveScience. “They’re making a huge gamble.”
Through the criticism, the Obama
administration is standing its
ground. The administration points
to the Human Genome Project, the
last successful government science
initiative, which gave scientists the
ability to read a human’s complete
genetic blueprint.
The federal government invested
$3.8 billion in the Human Genome
Project. But it seems the investment
was well worth it, since the project has since generated more than
$796 billion, according to the White
House (though The Washington
Post reported controversy regarding that number).
In any case, the Obama administration expects the project to be well
worth the investment.
“The potential here is enormous,”
said Jay Carney, White House press
secretary, in a daily press briefing.
“And the investment is relatively
small compared to the potential.”
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I am excited for the fresh perspective. A new
outlook can always be a good thing.
Sweet beginnings and bitter goodbyes
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All you need to know about WTUR’s shows
Angelina Burkholder

L&T Editor

Always wondered about what goes on in WTUR? Here’s your chance to find out. Check out the radio blurbs below
and tune in next time they are live for a good dose of music, talk and entertainment straight from Taylor students.
What: “Scream It Like
You Mean It”
What: “The After
Dinner Discussion”
Who: Kevin Schillinger
and Mike Metzler
When: Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
Why: We are mostly a
current events talk show
but we discuss a variety of
things in pop culture.

What: “Grandfather’s Parlor”

Who: Josh James

Who: Thatcher Ritz

When: Thursday 4:00-6:00 p.m.

When: Thursdays at 8:00 p.m.
Why: Listen for an hour of
evening story time. What
better way to unwind than
with entertaining literature?
Gather ‘round, my dears.

What: “Lazy Wednesday Hour”
What: “TSR” aka “Taylor
Sports Reviews”

Who: Ryan Monson, co-hosts:
Why: The hardcore music scene Darius Farmer and Sam Hill.
is often times overlooked, I
am here to bring out the good When: Tuesdays at 9-10 p.m.
things of that music genre,
Why: It gives students an
and to put to rest the scary
hour out of the night to relax,
and evil connotations that are
do homework and listen to
associated with that music style.
some quality sports talk.
Can you scream it like
you mean it?

What: “Late Night Hype”
Who: Tony Williams
When: Fridays 8-11 p.m.
Why: Plays upbeat Christian
and inspirational hiphop and urban songs.
Late Night Hype to start
your weekend right!

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Welcome home to:

Casa
Patricia
Apartments

AMENITIES:
- No deposit if you
like us on Facebook
- Close to Campus
- All Electric
- Newly Remodeled
Bathrooms
- Central Air
- Kitchen Appliances
Included
- Off-Street Parking
- Convenient Laundry
Facilities
- Flexible leasing
(including summeronly leases)

1- Bedroom

2- Bedroom

575 Sq. Ft.
$400 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

680 Sq. Ft.
$500 rent
WAIVED DEPOSIT

Contact Us:
AptBlitz.com
765-677-0996

Casa Patricia
181 W Joyce Ave
Upland, IN 46989
Monday-Friday
9am-4pm

Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

With Jacob Drake leaving Bergwall,
the newly elected PAs are facing
even more changes.
Only weeks after receiving good
news in the form of white envelopes, eight Bergwall students
found out more news in the middle of a hall director’s living room.
This time it wasn’t good news.
Bergwall Hall Director Jacob
Drake announced his plan of
resignation to the newly elected
PAs at their first official PA meeting. Following this academic year,
Drake will take a job at Think First
Marketing, news he had to break
to a group of students he handpicked to lead the dorm next year.
The new PAs took it hard.
“It was disappointing since he
was the one who hired us and you
expect you’re going to get to work
with him,” said sophomore Malinda Hall.
Hall has lived in Bergwall since
her freshman year and will serve
as one of the two PAs on the
fourth floor of Bergwall next year.
She doesn’t deny her disappointment, but still believes it’s the
right position for him and the
right decision for his family. Her
co-PA, sophomore Courtney Sullivan, shared similar reactions.
“My first reaction was just being sad but understanding that he
has a better position available for
him and he’s making the right decision for his family,” Sullivan said.
Gerardo Lara, a freshman on
1st Bergwall, was also conflicted
after the news but couldn’t deny
the respect he felt toward Drake
at his decision.
“In the end, I was happy for Jake
Drake because he is doing what
he thinks is best for his family and
himself, and you have to respect
a man who puts his family before
himself,” Lara said.
His co-PA, freshman Mike Prihoda is looking beyond his bitter
disappointment at the news. Despite his sadness in seeing Drake
go, he’s still excited about his new
position on 1st Bergwall.
“I love those guys and want to
work for their benefit and growth,
no matter who the hall director is.”
Prihoda said. “My job description

hasn’t changed.”
No doubt, the Bergwall PAs will
have an experience unlike many
other PAs next year. The whole
staff of Bergwall will be new next
year, something that only happens
once in a while in college life. Sullivan admits her fears over the approaching year and the newness
it will bring.
“It’s scary,” Sullivan said. “You
want to make sure you have a
good leader and someone you can

“Jacob Drake is
an incredible
guy and he
will be terribly
missed.”

Who: DJ Stallyon
(David Stallard)
When: Tuesdays and
Wednesdays at 4 p.m.
Why: It’s a powerful mix
of clean secular and
Christian Music.

Who: Lindsey Snyder

What: “Bros Before Shows”

Why: I play all kinds of music
that can appeal to anyone,
and I’ll give interesting
information between songs
in a friendly manner.
Listen and relax; David
Seaman’s on the radio.

When: Saturday at 11 a.m.

Who: Ryan Dennison, Chandler
Birch and Todd Naevestad

Why: Resonate explores
the impact of specific songs
in an individual’s life, and
the resonant influence this
music can have on others.
Start your Saturday morning
with a dose of inspiration!

When: Tuesdays at 11 a.m.
Why: You can hear various
types of music and
comments on current
events and pop culture.
Let’s hang out.

Little Trojan

When: Thursdays 9-11 p.m.
Where every show is
probably the last

Who: Katy Backode
What: “Disney Hour!”
Who: Doug Schaefer
When: Thursdays 2-3 p.m.
and Fridays 11 p.m. -12 p.m.

Samgrams

When: Monday 11 a.m.
Why: Start the week out
right by getting back to
the basics by listening to
current worship music.

What: “Hip-Hop Hangouts”

What: “Girl Talk”

Who: AJ Ablog

Who: Sarah Muselman
and Blair Tilson

Who: Luke Lines

When: Thursdays from
11 a.m.-12 p.m.

When: Wednesday at 9 p.m.

When: Monday and
Friday from 3-5 p.m.

Why: My show plays christian
hip-hop from Lecrae to
Chris Mack. Listeners
can hear everything and
anything hip-hop.

Why: It’s a weekly dose
of girl talk with two of
your Taylor girls!
We’re gonna talk talk talk,
it’s your day so celebrate!

by Rodrigo Carneiro

—Mike Prihoda

go to, but also making sure you’re
helping this person as much as
possible because they’re not familiar with Bergwall.”
Hall shares similar concerns
about the new hall director but
also sees the good in it.
“I am excited for the fresh perspective,” Hall said. “A new outlook can always be a good thing.
I think we all want to see the traditions of Bergwall stay the same
to a certain extent, but switching
up some things could be exciting
for everybody.”
And the changes, switching up
and fresh perspectives will come.
Although there is some lingering
uncertainty, the Bergwall PAs collectively believe God has a special
plan for the 2013-2014 year. They
see next year as an opportunity
for growth and they’re ready to
dive in.
“The future pertaining to the PA
role is nerve-wracking and exciting, but I know God will be there
with us every step of the way,”
Lara said.
The Bergwall PAs will continue
spring class and meetings with
Drake, but those times will be bittersweet as they await the close of
a special chapter of Bergwall.
In the words of Prihoda: “Jacob
Drake is an incredible guy and he
will be terribly missed.”

When: Wednesday
from 7-8 p.m.

What: “Resonate”

Who: Renee Kropf

Bergwall PAs anticipate change as Hall Director Jacob Drake resigns. First row from left: Malinda Hall, Shoshannah Wilson, Courtney Sullivan and Sophie Welch. Back row from left: Josh Meredith, Jeremy Anderson, Gerardo Lara and Mike Prihoda.

Who: David Seaman

Echograms #TaylorU

What: “Double Dose”

Why: I have concert
announcements and
giveaways and every show
features “the local files” a two
song block of local artists.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Callie Haven @callie93noelle
“You know what would be a good
idea? A mulch path all the way
across campus.” -No one. Ever.
#tayloru
David Neel @DangerNeel
This heat and humidity in Sammy
makes me realize how the guys in
Wengatz have it year round. Can’t
wait for the AC to kick on. #TaylorU
Ryan Monson @Jensen317
Wouldn’t be spring without a
tornado warning #tayloru
Elisa Tanquist @afrikinboulos
“she smokes pots behind the
chapel” #quoteoftheday #TaylorU
#TUChapel
Chris Hecox @ChrisHecox
I’m going to be sharing a song
I wrote in the theme of today’s
chapel. It’s called, “Go Green or
Go Home.” #tuchapel #TaylorU
Joe Bialas @joe_bialas
Just won our first rugby match
#TaylorU

For more, follow @sam_stone on

lc_harvey: We love the eggstravaganza!! #tso #tayloru

Erin Guarneri @erinraeann12
The #tayloru print shop is prettttty
awesome! Theyre saving my
wedding’s butt! #preciateit

A&E

The story features two highly experienced
cooking show hostesses, Dolly Biddle and
Isobel Lomax, who have hated each other
for 30 years. When they find themselves on a
cooking show together, temperaments begin
to boil.
A recipe for disaster

TheEchoNews.com

‘Jurassic Park’ roars into
the third dimension
Samuel Bolds
Contributor

Genetic cloning, a tropical island, a
disgruntled computer programmer
and dinosaurs running loose—“Jurassic Park” is still an enthralling story
even 20 years after its first release.
This time it’s even crazier with dinosaurs practically jumping into the audience and ripping up the seats.
“Jurassic Park” was first released
June 11, 1993 by Universal Studios.
Last Friday it was re-released, celebrating the film’s 20th anniversary.

In preparation for its reappearance
on big screens, Universal Studios
gave “Jurassic Park” a 3-D upgrade
and enhanced the film for high resolution viewing, according to Entertainment Weekly.
“Jurassic Park” is in the top 20 highest grossing movies of all time, even
without adjusting for 20 years of inflation, according to IMDB.
After carefully selecting a seat near
the front of the theater, I settled in,
ready for the action to begin. I had
high expectations of high resolution
dinosaur improvements and a 3-D
popping T-Rex.

Making time for music
Taylor students talk about
the challenges and rewards
of starting commercial
bands in college
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Taylor has a vibrant music scene.
Chapel bands, Taylor Sounds, Gospel Choir and more, along with a successful music department, bring joyful
noise to campus. But what about the
other forms of music? How many commercial bands are actually here on
campus, and is there a need for them?
“It’s hard to become involved in a
band here, because Taylor isn’t geared
towards bands other than ( for) chapel,” said sophomore Jeff Janiszewski.
A music business major, Janiszewski
has been involved with many Taylor
music events. His diverse musical experience led him to stints playing guitar in the background for “Godspell”
and bass for acts in Reject Show, Nostalgia Night and MyGen.
Janiszewski said that while there
are many music events on campus, bands do not come out of them.
“You’ll have a couple of weeks of intense practicing for events like
MyGen and then one night of performing,” he said.
Janiszewski mentioned other challenges to forming or being in a band
at Taylor. First, there are few good
performing venues on campus or
in the surrounding community. The
Union, while hosting concerts before, is not designed for music. “You
have to know the right people to get

a gig there,” he said. “That’s pretty intimidating.”
Second, Janiszewski said
it’s difficult for students to carve out
time if music is not their major. He
said Taylor’s music program is designed for choral and instrumental
groups, and generally music students
are the only ones involved. “People
into modern commercial music usually don’t have time for it,” he said.
Despite the challenges of forming
a band at Taylor, Janiszewski said it’s
not impossible. He suggested developing a sound instead of imitating
the sounds here. “Find something
new and see if people like it,” he said.
Senior Kris Schonewill found
something new with his band, Ringer T. “It’s my band from high school,”
Schonewill said. His brother was
the lead guitar player for the band,
and when they needed a bass player,
Schonewill accepted.
Ringer T has a sound of its own. An
interesting mix of acoustic folk, rock
and pop, the music reflects the laidback nature of the band.
Schonewill has been playing bass
since sixth grade, along with saxophone and piano. With their father being a worship leader at their
church in Michigan, Schonewill and
his brother grew up with a musical
background. Schonewill was a natural fit when he joined Ringer T.
“Our first legitimate album was just
for fun, so we pushed it for media,”
Schonewill said.“ We were just looking for some publicity.”
The move paid off. Since the licensing of their music, Ringer T’s songs
have been featured on the Food Network, the PGA Tour, a trailer for the
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This film did not disappoint. “Jurassic Park” has been remembered
as an earth shattering dinosaur film
and adapted perfectly to the 3-D venue. The effects were superb, neither
gimmicky nor poorly rendered. I was
even shaken after almost being hit in
the head by Muldoon’s shotgun and
a piece of fossilized amber. Later, a
T-Rex bellowed seemingly inches
from my face.
Unlike most book-to-silver-screen
adaptations, “Jurassic Park” was storyboarded by Steven Spielberg and
assisted by the book’s author, Michael
Crichton, before the novel even hit
store shelves.
When the film was in production it
broke new ground in the area of cinema we now take for granted. Computer generated dinosaurs were the first
of their kind in 1992. The quantity of
detail and fine motion created a bar
so high not even its high-def facelift
could top.
“Jurassic Park” takes place on the
fictional Costa Rican island of Isla
Nublar, taken over by an eccentric billionaire who wants to create a new

breed of theme park. With the help of
clever scientists and cutting edge genetic research, a dozen and a half different dinosaur species are brought
back to life. The creatures are raised
on the retrofitted island zoo known
as Jurassic Park. As predicted by the
billionaire’s mathematician researcher, Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum), the
park would be plagued with technical difficulties and ethical dilemmas.
Malcolm, ironically a self-proclaimed atheist, claims the geneticists have no ethical discipline with
what they choose to create. Both the
book and the movie highlight with
grave certainty the ill effects of living without a higher power.
Seeing this wonderful action film in
theaters again was a real treat. However, I wish more came with it. Jurassic Park is an ideal candidate for 3-D
and HD conversion, but the movie
lacked new interest. The producers
should have included deleted scenes
along with the 21st century upgrades.
The first film was great the way it
was—but this version needed more
dinosaur screen time.

Photograph provided by Amblin Entertainment.

T-rexes practically jump out of the screen in the recent 3-D re-release of “Jurassic Park.”

comedy “Sleepwalk with Me” and
the Canadian supernatural show
“Lost Girl.”
Since their high school days, Ringer T has developed a small following
and four full-length albums. College,
however, has separated the group.
The group disbanded for a while, with
members spread out across Tennessee, Michigan and Washington.
“Two spring breaks ago we decided to make another album for fun,”
Schonewill said. The album, “Sorry
Verses,” has become their most critically acclaimed to date. Independent
Clauses, a blog devoted to underappreciated music, stated, “Ringer T
leans heavily on their formidable
songwriting skills. And with their
newfound calm and maturity, they
crank out some incredible tunes.”

The band is still planning the future together, despite its members
being in four different states. “There’s
a different approach to performing
now, since we’re not all here together.
Over the summer we all play together,” Schonewill said. Although separated, the band is in the process of
making another album to be released
as soon as May. In the meantime,
their music is on iTunes, Facebook
and ReverbNation.
With the success of bands like
Ringer T, the Taylor commercial music scene still has hope. Janiszewski
said he would like to see it grow even
more. “I hope there will be more opportunities for bands and for people
to make Taylor an interesting music
scene apart from the genre of contemporary Christian,” he said.

Photograph provided by Dustin Wise

Senior Kris Schonewill, far left, reconnects with band Ringer T over college breaks.

A recipe for
disaster
Julia Camara
Contributor

Marion Civic Theater opened a
spell of a performance with the
stage comedy “The Kitchen Witches” last weekend.
The story features two highly experienced cooking show hostesses, Dolly Biddle and Isobel Lomax,
who have hated each other for 30
years. When they find themselves
on a cooking show together, their
hatred catches up with them, and
temperaments begin to boil.
Dolly’s son, a producer for the
cooking show, does his best to settle the various disagreements. But
as the show progresses, Dolly and
Isobel achieve everything short of
murder to outdo each other.
Happi Stoffel, director of Marion Civic Theater’s production of
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Flick picks
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Movies are a form of art. They should
provoke thought, stir emotion and entertain. Want to ensure you don’t waste
your time on a flop? Check this column
for quality films by genre. We’ll dive
deep into what makes the film work
and why you should watch it. Up this
week: thriller.
Thrillers are meant to get the heart
pumping. The best thrillers make us
confront evil in the everyday world.
They make us identify with those trying to stop evil, meanwhile giving us
a thrill. This rings true in the Coen
Brother’s 2007 film “No Country for
Old Men.”
The story follows three people:
greedy Vietnam veteran Llewelyn
Moss, disillusioned sheriff Ed Bell
and psychotic hitman Anton Chigurh. When Moss discovers two million dollars after stumbling upon a
drug deal gone wrong in rural Texas,
he takes it. A violent chain of events
ensues. Chigurh pursues Moss, killing
whoever gets in his way with a compressed cattle gun. Meanwhile, Sheriff
Bell oversees the investigation, trying
to contain the growing body count.
But the sheer enormity of evil in the
case makes him question whether
good can truly triumph.
The story’s themes range from biblical to nihilist. They explore the seeming hopelessness of good against evil
and the role of fate in our lives. These
are portrayed through haunting cinematography and top-notch acting.
While Josh Brolin is sympathetic as
Moss and Tommy Lee Jones plays a
relatable righteous man, it is the villain, Chigurh (Javier Bardem), who
steals the show. His methodical manner of disposing of his opponents, either killing them outright or allowing
them a flip of a coin, is utterly terrifying. Bardem deservedly won an Oscar for his performance and added
Chigurh to the list of greatest movie villains.
Fate also plays an active role. None
of the characters need to do what
they do what they do. In the end, like
a Greek tragedy, each player receives
his fate, whether good or bad. This
motif is played out in the infamous
coin-toss scene, where Chigurh decides whether to let a helpless gas station attendant live or die. He insists
that the victim choose heads or tails,
thereby deciding his own fate. “You
need to call it,” Chigurh tells him, “I
can’t call it for you.” Chigurh is like an
angel of death, allowing fate to decide
what to do for him. This twisted logic
fits the film perfectly.
A villain like Chigurh cannot be
tamed. Because of its dark themes,
haunting cinematography and
meaty acting, this film is not only
one of the Coen Brothers’ best, but
is among the best thrillers of the decade. It deserves multiple viewings
to get the full effect. “No Country for
Old Men” pushes the boundaries for
its genre, setting the bar high for our
generation.
Like “No Country for Old Men”? You
may also like:
• “The Road”
• “A History of Violence”
• “Fargo”

“The Kitchen Witches,” said she is
excited about this play because it
is something distinctly new to the
theater. As a director, she is always
proud of what she directs. However, she is especially eager for “The
Kitchen Witches.”
“You’re probably going to need
a second pair of underwear because you’ll pee your pants, you’ll
laugh so hard,” Stoffel said. “It’s just
so funny.”
Stoffel said the cast is fairly small,
with only four people on stage at a
time. However, she said the cast is
really getting into their parts.
Getting into the part was not
difficult for actress Connie Jo Oyler, who plays Isobel Lomax in the
production. Oyler told the Marion
Chronicle that she was a “kitchen witch” long before she came to
Marion Civic Theater.
“I’m a cook, I’m a grandma, I’m
sassy and sarcastic, and I’m a cake
decorator, so this was right down
my alley,” Oyler said. “I’m really enjoying it.”

“We spend a majority of the time
laughing through rehearsal because the script is so funny,” Stoffel said.
“The Kitchen Witches” is just one
of various theatrical experiences
the theater offers each season. The
Marion Civic Theatre has been an
important part of the Marion arts
community for decades, the theater’s website states. It noted that
through the years hundreds of
faithful patrons, volunteers and
board members have sustained
the Marion Civic Theatre. Thanks
to community members who believe in the value of the arts, the
Marion Civic Theatre remains a
vital and growing organization in
Grant County.
The show opened April 5. Performances continue at 7:30 tonight
and tomorrow and at 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $12 for adults and
$10 for children under 12. For more
information, call the box office at
765-668-7800 or email info@marioncivic.com.

FEATURES

Nicholas says many people aren’t aware
of persecution in the west, but threats
to religious freedom are becoming
more frequent.
In the face of conflict
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Bibles on the
bar counter

Pastor Rob Neel’s weekly presence at the Bull Pen Bar & Grill
Meredith Sell
Features Editor

“There are a lot of ways that people
can come to Jesus,” Rob Neel, pastor
of Upland United Methodist, said as
he sat in his church’s library. “There’s
only one person that got blinded.
There’s only one person that he met
at the well.”
Rob sees no reason to limit God’s
saving power to altar calls within
church buildings. Jesus met people
where they were, and that’s what Rob
seeks to do.
Most recently, he’s done this by
starting a Bible study in the Bull Pen
Bar & Grill on Main Street in Upland.
Every Wednesday at 7 p.m., Rob
meets with one or several people in
the bar to look at the Bible and discuss the relationship of God and man.
He calls the Bible study “Theology
on Tap.”
“Probably . . . three years ago, I had a
burden to (start the Bible study),” Rob
said, “and so did one of the pastors at
(Upland) Community Church.”
They talked about it and approached the then bar owner. He
wasn’t interested.
“But that just kept stirring in my
heart,” Rob said. “How could we do
something to, in a winsome way, connect people with the truth and the
love of Christ?”
This past year, when Chris and
Tammy Witt bought the Bull Pen and
started remodeling it—putting in a
kitchen, adding a patio—and building up a clientele, the idea for a Bible
study returned to Rob’s mind.
One day last fall, after leaving his
car at Upland Tire, Rob started walking home and noticed the bar’s front
door standing open. He went inside,
introduced himself to the Witts and
asked about doing a Bible study there
on the bar’s slow days.
“Don’t answer yet,” Rob said to Chris.
“You and your wife talk about it, think

about it. I don’t know if you’re people
that pray, but you may pray about it.”
Then, Rob left.
A week or so later, Chris called Rob
and decided to give it a chance. Not
long after, Rob started coming to the
Bull Pen with a backpack of Bibles
and one other man from his church,
Steve Hatland, for support. He told
the rest of his church members—
many of whom were excited about
the opportunity—not to come.
“I don’t want this to be invasion
of the bar snatchers,” Rob said. “‘All
the sudden, I can’t go to my own bar
because all these churchy people
are going?’”
He told his parishioners to invite
their unchurched friends, instead.
Rob is a pastor and the son of a
pastor, but the bar scene isn’t foreign to him.
Growing up in Hartford City, Rob
wanted nothing to do with the church.
He went to Taylor for one year before
transferring to Ball State. At 21 years
old, he was kicked out of the Bull
Penn, and he bartended in Muncie
while he was studying at Ball State.
“It’s not a foreign turf,” Rob said. “It’s
a turf I haven’t been on in a long time.”
When Rob originally imagined Theology on Tap, he pictured himself at
a table with a crowd of men asking
questions about Jesus and discussing the Bible.
“That’s not what happened,” Rob
said. “Right now, (it’s) go and be my
witness. Go and be my presence.’”
Initially, Chris was part of the weekly Bible study. For Christmas, Rob
gave him a Bible.
“I want to bless him ‘cause he’s been
a blessing,” Rob said.
In the past few months, a change
in Chris’ work schedule, giving him
12 and 14 hour days, prevented him
from coming to the Bible study. This
caused an overall disconnect in Rob’s
presence there.
Many times, it would just be Rob
and Steve. On days Rob knew this

Pastor Rob Neel goes to the Bull Pen Bar & Grill every week with his Bible in tow.

would be the case, he’d tell his wife,
“I don’t want to go to the bar again.
Please, don’t make me go to the bar.”
Leading up to Easter, Rob was looking for a way to get out of the Bible
study completely. He wasn’t seeing
any results, and he told his wife Theology on Tap wasn’t doing what it was
supposed to do.
“God’s not released you from that
yet, has he?” she asked. Rob admitted
she was right.
“I was releasing myself because I
was feeling like this was not particularly fruitful,” Rob said.
At 11 a.m. the Saturday before Easter, Rob was again walking home
from Upland Tire when he decided to walk into the Bull Pen to see
if Chris was there. Chris wasn’t, but
his wife was, and a man was sitting
at the end of the bar with $40 laying
on the counter.
“This guy’s just trashed,” Rob said.
Rob came in and told Tammy, “Easter blessings.”
“What’s this Easter blessings stuff ?”
Rob remembered the man at the
counter asking. “Are you a preacher
or something?”
“Well, yes, I am,” Rob said.
“What are you doing here?” the

The Ephesus Initiative team—from left, Suzanne Neefus, Nicholas Kerton-Johnson,
Aaron Johnson, Estee Wells—unites around the mission of religious freedom.

Photography by Micah Hancock

In the face of conflict
Research group focuses on religious freedom, responding like Christ
Rachel Vachon
Staff Writer

Professor Nicholas Kerton-Johnson leans back in his chair and observes as senior Suzanne Neefus and
juniors Estee Wells and Aaron Johnson banter. Business combines with
camaraderie until a lull transitions
the conversation into the meeting.
“Did you see I emailed you the report?” Aaron asks Nicholas while Estee and Suzanne begin a critique of
new website designs. Logos and color

schemes monopolize the conversation until the progress and challenges
of networking become the primary focus.
The Ephesus Initiative, which began in 2009, is a religious freedom organization that researches and tracks
cases against Christians in America
while focusing on how Christians respond to these issues.
Research allows Nicholas and his
team to understand current trends
and effectively support Christians
whose religious freedom is threatened.

The organization acts to bridge the
gap between academia, the church
and politics. Their recently attained
status as a non-profit organization
gives them the ability to provide effective support so they can help counter
threats to religious freedom. This new
capacity also paves the way for continued progress where funding, recognition and staffing are concerned.
The Ephesus Initiative seeks to prepare people to face threats toward
their faith.
“The church in America hasn’t really

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller
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Every Wednesday, a Bible study takes place in the Bull Pen Bar & Grill.

man asked.
Rob talked to him for a little while,
and the man offered Rob a $20.
“Put this in the plate!”
“Why don’t you put it in the plate?”
Rob said, going on to tell the man
about the services, which the man
complained were too early and
too long.
When the man asked if Rob could
shorten a half hour service, Rob answered by saying, “Yeah, I can. Did
you know God loves you and he has

a wonderful plan for your life? Easter blessings.”
Theology on Tap has been fruitful:
it’s put Rob in contact with people he
otherwise may never have spoken to.
“I don’t know what’s going to happen down the road,” Rob said. “I do
feel like God will open doors.”
Can God use a Bible study in a bar?
“He could use a fortune cookie if he
wanted to,” Rob said. “He knows what
each of us need.”

dealt with a lot of discrimination or
persecution, especially when compared to the global church,” Suzanne
said. “But if we’re seeing trends that
are heading in that direction, we want
to start equipping people to think
through ‘OK, how do I respond?’”
Perceptions of suffering and persecution, especially in western society, is a challenge the Ephesus team
faces regularly. Nicholas says many
people aren’t aware of persecution
in the west, but threats to religious
freedom are becoming more frequent.
He points to cases such as Chick-Fil-A,
Obamacare and Hobby Lobby as major supporting examples from the
last year.
Nicholas expresses the importance in how Christians respond to
these and other issues. While one of
the first reactions is to handle them
through legal avenues, he says there
are other opportunities and ways
to respond.
“It’s about being positive in our response,” Nicholas said. “We have to
represent Jesus. We’re not trying to
be another religious freedom organization that makes a lot of noise. We
want to be an organization that expresses orthodox truth, but still explores what it means to be Christ-like
in their responses and to represent
Jesus—his love, his compassion, his
mercy, his grace.”
Backtracking, Nicholas recounts
his call to start the Ephesus Initiative. As he rode the train one day in
Australia, Nicholas encountered God.
He says God told him to start an organization to research cases of persecution against Christians and help
suffering Christians find legal support.
“In the course of that year I spoke
to various persons in the field and
to those in the persecution industry,” Nicholas said about the year following God’s call. “They just said run
with it. So I did.”
Four years later, as he sits surrounded by his team of student leaders, Nicholas is trying to follow the
vision God gave him by growing the
initiative and staff.

Currently, each member of the
team manages a specific aspect of the
initiative’s activity. Estee oversees the
public relations and communication
of the organization, sending emails
and working with the website and
social media. Aaron covers analysis
and writing. Suzanne manages the
research team.
The group hopes to utilize students’
strengths and majors on a broader
scale in the future, as growth and resources allow. In the meantime, they
want to be as instrumental as they
can in understanding, preventing and
learning about various threats to religious freedom.

We’re not trying to be another
religious freedom organization
that makes a lot of noise.We
want to be an organization that
expresses orthodox truth, but
still explores what it means to
be Christ-like in their responses.
—Nicholas Kerton-Johnson

“I think one of the most important
things . . . is to spread awareness that
we’re here,” Wells said. “We’re not just
something that Taylor students can
be aware of right now, but something
they can remember when they leave
and get into their jobs and they’re living out their faith.”
The Ephesus team wants current
students to know that they too can
get involved with the project. Ephesus welcomes interaction, even if it
means alerting them to threats of discrimination and marginalization via
Facebook and Twitter.
“You don’t have to be a political science major to be involved with the research,” Aaron said.
Nicholas stresses the importance of
being able to articulate one’s beliefs—
especially as it becomes harder to do.
“It is my hope that Taylor students
will start to think far more clearly
about what it means to be a Christian, what it means to face hostility
for your faith,” Nicholas said.

OPINIONS

Famed economist John Keynes would be pleased to know
Obama continued to spend where the public wouldn’t, and
I am inclined to agree with him, but it is not time to change
our state of mind. As the economy continues to recover, we
need to think about positioning our budget to recover.
President Obama’s new budget
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President
Obama’s
new budget
Republicans should bite the
bullet and compromise now
Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

Gay marriage more than just a morality question
Even if the Bible is clear
on homosexuality, does
that mean the government
can act on it?
Todd Naevestad
Contributor

Gay marriage is a hot issue right now, and
the decisions that are made will have a noticeable effect in history. And just as obviously, there are a lot of differing opinions on
the topic, and discussions can get hateful.
Strangely enough, I think that they are arguing about the wrong idea.
The real question that should define our
stance, both as Christians and members of
a (theoretically) democratic nation, is, what
is marriage? Specifically, is marriage a religious institution or a governmental contract? Is marriage a binding promise before
God, or is it a social agreement that benefits the two people joined in this contract? I
realize that this sounds loaded on one side,
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but let me explain.
If we are looking at marriage in a religious
sense, then let me ask you why we accept all
the benefits the government gives to married couples? A quick Google search for
marriage benefits will give you a slew of
benefits. A list on Nolo.com, the legal encyclopedia, lists some include: living in “family
only” neighborhoods, filing joint tax returns,
inheriting part of your spouse’s estate, getting Social Security, Medicare and disability benefits from your spouse, employment
insurance benefits from your spouse, receiving family rates on many kinds of insurances and a lot more. Sounds pretty nice,
if you ask me.
I bring this up because these are all government supports benefits offered only to
married couples. They are not offered to gay
partners. A gay individual cannot visit their
partner if they are in the hospital, military
personnel cannot use their veteran benefits to buy a home, same-sex partners from
across the globe are not allowed to immigrate like heterosexual couples and they are
not allowed to inherit possessions on death,
at least not without serious taxes.
If marriage is a covenant between a man,
a woman and God, then should the government be providing these benefits to a
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we are. We can’t have it both ways. There is
nothing about being straight that makes us
an elite class, no matter how much some of
us might want it to.

I do not support the idea of gay
marriage, I want that to be
perfectly clear. But I also don’t
think that discrimination in
these regards is fair, no matter
how much I don’t support
someone’s beliefs. Voltaire is
known for saying, “I do not
agree with what you have
to say, but I’ll defend to the
death your right to say it.”
Again, I think on a fundamental, moral
level, gay marriage is wrong. I think that
God does not support it and considers it a
sin. However, as a democratic citizen of the
United States, I believe we cannot deny our
own citizens their rights. The issue of redefining marriage and the sanctity of it is an
entirely different debate, but I don’t think
we can reach that point until we understand
our own beliefs about gay marriage.

Thoughts on reacting to the
deaths of public figures
How to respond to the
deaths of Roger Ebert,
Matthew Warren and
Margaret Thatcher

Science & Tech Editor
L&T Editor

religious institution?
Now, if marriage is a governmental contract, then we’ve already seen that gay
couples are denied these benefits. As a democratic nation, we believe that all people are
equal. Not the same, mind you, but equal.
Meaning everyone should have access to
the same government rights and benefits.
As of now, married couples are getting governmental bonuses that gay couples are
not. Does this hold true to our democratic beliefs?
I do not support the idea of gay marriage,
I want that to be perfectly clear. But I also
don’t think that discrimination in these regards is fair, no matter how much I don’t
support someone’s beliefs. Voltaire is known
for saying, “I do not agree with what you
have to say, but I’ll defend to the death your
right to say it.” I disagree with gays, but I
also believe that they should be treated as
humans, privy to the same rights that I have.
If marriage is a religious institution, then
we can’t accept these government handouts. It shows preferential treatment to one
group/religion. As much as we enjoy them,
they are not in keeping with what we see as
democracy. And if marriage is a governmental contract, then we cannot deny the rights
we have to those who are just as equal as

Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

Three very public deaths have caused me to
reflect recently. One was the death of famed
film critic Roger Ebert on April 4 from ongoing health problems related to his bouts
with thyroid cancer. The very next day, I
heard of the suicide of Matthew Warren, the
27-year-old son of Christian pastor and author Rick Warren. Finally, Wednesday morning, I was informed of the passing of the
“Iron Lady,” Margaret Thatcher.
In each of the three cases, I was amazed at
the hideous language used by the Internet
at large to react to these deaths. For Ebert,
it happened on Tumblr. I follow a wide variety of video game enthusiasts on Tumblr,
and apparently Ebert often spoke about not
considering video games true art, so the immediate response to his death was very negative. For Warren, the Internet was full of
hateful speech condemning the parenting
ability of his father. Of course, Thatcher’s
death gave an open opportunity for many
liberals to air their dirty laundry about the
world figure.
From these three tragic occurrences, I
feel it is apropos to talk about how to respond to the deaths of celebrities. In a lot
of ways, we react to these public deaths differently than how we react to the deaths of
individuals every day, the deaths that get 30
seconds of coverage on the evening news or
a couple of inches of space in the local paper. This is a shame and can create distorted views of personhood.

This is the key problem I see far too often “Clash of the Titans,” and he didn’t (protip:
in reactions to celebrity deaths: We strip You’re wrong).
away their personhood. A common comIndividuals are just themselves, not their
plaint of these reactions is that they are too families. This is especially pertinent in Warharsh or critical at a time of heartache for ren’s case. Suicide adds an extra layer of nuthe deceased’s family, but I would argue ance on how to appropriately respond, and
that’s not the problem. It’s when we make I saw very few good cases for Matthew. Inan individual into an idea that we can re- stead of treating him like a son, bloggers
spond in ways that are unbecoming. Each made him stand for everything his father
one of these deaths can teach us a valuable ever said, and in that way, used Matthew’s
lesson about individuals we should remem- death as an excuse to talk about why they
ber before responding to such news.
don’t like Rick Warren. I am not a perfect
fan of Rick Warren, but I cannot imagine
Whether a celebrity or an
exploiting the death of his son in such a way.
Finally, individuals are not their values.
average Joe, people have
This
is the hardest case to make, especially
personalities that extend so
for such a divisive figure as Thatcher. She
much deeper than their opinions, spent her very public life using everything
within her power to advance her remarktheir circumstances or their
ably conservative agenda and succeeded
values. By recognizing the
in a prolific manner. But responses after
dynamic and relational nature
her death were mainly used to grandstand
about the ultimate failures of her policies or
of everyone no matter how small
the counterintuitive way she was “not a true
(or famous), we can relate and
feminist.” Even if you hold either of these besympathize with the grieving—
liefs, by simply reducing someone to their
values
on conservatism or feminism fails to
and through that, spread love.
recognize why they believed what they did
Individuals are not their opinions. Ebert and again takes away the relational aspect
defined his life by his opinions, about mov- of their being. They become an idea, not a
ies and otherwise. And just as he judged person. Easier to tear down on a blog, but
movies on a massive scale, others judged only if you have no reservation about disrehim at how much they agreed with his de- specting others.
I don’t know how cohesive a point this is
crees. And yet, Ebert is more than just what
he thought about “To the Wonder,” an up- making, so I’ll wrap it up with this simple
coming Terrence Malick film (the last film statement: Remember every person is just
Ebert reviewed before his death). He is more that—a person. Whether a celebrity or an
than just his opinions on the validity of vid- average Joe, people have personalities that
eo games as art. When we reduce people to extend so much deeper than their opinions,
their opinions, we fail to see them as rela- their circumstances or their values. By rectional beings, and lose some of their person- ognizing the dynamic and relational nahood as a result. This can create an overly ture of everyone no matter how small (or
calloused view of figures like Ebert. You end famous), we can relate and sympathize with
up not liking him just because you liked the grieving—and through that, spread love.

In this editorial I could’ve sworn I wrote last
November, I will be arguing that the best
long-term plan for Republicans would be
to accept the $3.8 trillion budget offered by
Barack Obama this past Wednesday and
leverage that compromise to influence entitlement reform during the remainder of
Obama’s presidency. But before we get into
that, let me lay out some numbers.
A quick caveat: Since it was just released
last Wednesday, information on the budget proposal is still developing. I believe I’ve
constructed an accurate portrayal of its contents here, but understand the hard-to-decipher nature of some of the inane budgets.
President Obama has run a budget deficit of more than $1 trillion each of his four
years in office, a statistic that no one should
necessarily be proud of. When under such a
massive budget deficit, we can’t have a conversation about how to pay off our debt because we’re too busy arguing how much we
should be adding to it.
Famed economist John Keynes would be
pleased to know Obama continued spending where the public wouldn’t, and I am inclined to agree with him, but it is time to
change our state of mind. As the economy
continues to recover, we need to think
about positioning our budget to recover.

By supporting this budget
Republicans can show they know
the difference between money
wisely spent and money wasted.
This budget proposal seems to do just
that. The current budget was given an estimated deficit of $973 billion, breaking the
over-trillion trend. It estimates the deficit
for 2014 will be considerably less, at $744 billion. And finally, it predicts the deficit dropping to under 3 percent of gross domestic
product (GDP) by 2016, a goal which is sustainable. The budget accomplishes this with
a mix of cuts and taxes, along with some
new spending as well.
The cuts aren’t as heavy on entitlement
reform as I would like, but they do include about $400 billion from health care
programs such as Medicare. These cuts
will have two consequences: Payments to
drugs companies through the program will
cut down, and premiums on certain (read:
wealthier) people will rise. Other kinds of
cuts claimed by the budget aren’t real cuts
at all—for instance, the proposal attributes
$167 billion in cuts to decreasing war costs,
but this isn’t really a cut since we weren’t
planning on spending that money in the
first place. The Obama administration is
using this slight distortion to make it seem
like they’re cutting more than they actually are, but the bottom line is the same: The
deficit would go down.
The budget proposal controversially includes tax hikes as well. This is the point
of contention for the Republicans, who’ve
already lost big in January’s $600 billion
tax increase. To them, suggesting more tax
hikes is like adding salt to a wound. But I
would argue that it’s in the Republican’s
best interest to take these tax increases, because they are coupled with serious spending cuts—the first time we’ve really seen
Obama do so in his presidency.
Finally, the budget proposal cuts enough
that there’s some room for new spending
as well. The 2014 plan includes $242 billion
in infrastructure projects on road and rail,
some early education programs and other
jobs initiatives. These are Democratic darlings, but they’re better than increasing the
size of Medicare and Medicaid. If Republicans want to be taken seriously in budget
negotiations, they need to evolve past the
“all government spending that’s not buying
a nuclear weapon is evil” approach. By supporting this budget, Republicans can show
they know the difference between money
wisely spent and money wasted.
Of course, the House won’t be required to
work on a budget deal until this summer, so
they’ll probably ignore the problem for now.
The GOP needs to tread carefully in the coming months, showing true bipartisanship
they can point to in the mid-term elections.
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Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.

Having an amazing offense takes a lot of
pressure off a pitcher, and I appreciate every
run that my teammates get.

TROJAN NATION

Softball team powers past Mount Vernon
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The Waterboy
This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to
the bench and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and
college sports worlds’ latest controversy.

Tiger time
Left: Sophomore Daimon Buck showcasing Taylor’s strong defense as he throws to
first basemen Jordan Coffey for the out.
Top: Senior Ryan Baker delivers a
pitch to the plate, continuing his
winning ways on the mound.
Bottom: Freshman Danny Moorehead runs toward the dugout after
his bazooka home-run Tuesday.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Story continued on page 12

Softball team powers
past Mount Vernon
Will Fairfax
Sports writer

Bats came alive as the softball team
put together 22 hits Tuesday in two
games to take the series at Mount
Vernon Nazarene (MVNU). They posted a 10-9 victory in game one and a
6-3 win in game two.
After an eight-game losing streak
earlier this season, the Trojans rebounded by winning four of their last
five games.
In game 1, Taylor scored one run in
each of the first three innings before
sophomore Karon Earley hit a tworun RBI double. Sophomore Bethany
Bates added another RBI for a threerun fourth inning as the Trojans
pushed their lead to 6-3.
The Trojans scored three runs in
the seventh inning, including an RBI
double by junior Caitlin Vukorpa to

increase Taylor’s lead to 10-4.
The six-run lead seemed insurmountable, but the Cougars took
advantage of two Taylor errors in
the bottom of the seventh to mount
a comeback. Mount Vernon scored
five runs before Taylor’s freshman
pitcher Ashley Miller struck out
the final MVNU batter to seal the
10-9 victory.
Junior Emily Tweedy, Bates and
freshmen Taylor Murray and Erin Tice
all had two hits for Taylor in the win.
Miller improved to 4-4 on the year.
In game 2, senior Liz DeOtte and
freshman Natalie Cannizzo started
the fifth inning with back-to-back
hits before Tweedy walked and Earley singled to left field to push two
runs across. Bates and senior Sarah
Heath both added RBI singles to put
two more runs on the board. Heath
scored the final run for the Trojans

Trojans take on NAIA Classic
Men’s golf places sixth in
last weekend’s tournament
Elizabeth Luke
Contributor

Taylor men’s golf had an impressive showing in the NAIA Classic at
the Brickyard Crossing golf course
in Indianapolis. They finished sixth
in the 18 team pool.
The Trojans faced their toughest
competition yet this season with
eight nationally-ranked teams in attendance, but they finished the tournament as the only unranked team

in the top eight.
The Fahlen brothers dominated day one on the course as senior
Jimmy Fahlen carded a round of 72
while his brother, freshman Stefan,
trailed with a score of 75 to finish
day one. Juniors Brandon Tereshko
and Elliot Day shot a close 77 and
78 score to contribute to the team.
Sophomore Nate Scheibe finished
with a score of 81.
Taylor ended the day with a round
score of 302, placing them in seventh
out of the 18 teams. Only one unranked school, Southern Wesleyan,
had a step up on Taylor after day one.

on a wild pitch later in the inning to
give Taylor a 6-1 lead.
The Cougars tried to rally in the
bottom of the seventh, scoring two
runs before sophomore Hannah Klebesadel retired three straight batters
to earn her seventh win of the season. Klebesadel had an impressive
performance, giving up just three
runs on seven hits in a complete
game performance.
“Having an amazing offense takes
a lot of pressure off a pitcher, and I
appreciate every run that my teammates get,” Klebesadel said. “It allows
me to focus on shutting the other
team down, while having less nervousness about making a mistake.”
Earley maintained her impressive
offensive form with two hits and
two RBIs. Heath and Vukorpa both
had impressive days as well finishing with two hits apiece, while Heath
added two RBIs.
“We were all just really confident
at the plate and attacked the ball,”
Heath said. “We also did a really good
job yesterday adjusting to the different pitchers.”

Head coach Bowser was proud of
his team’s performance on Tuesday.
“We played well offensively,” Bowser
said. “We had a lot of people produce
offensively, threw the ball pretty well
on the mound. The second game defensively we were really good. It was
a good team effort.
The Trojans have finally gotten
some good days on the diamond after
a crazy start to the season in which 12
games were cancelled due to an unusually cold spring.
“Praise the Lord for the good weather,” Heath said. “We are all very excited and ready to finally get to play at
home this week now that the weather
is cooperating.”
Bowser said the one thing left is to
improve defensively.
“We just got to attack the ball defensively,” Bowser said. “If we do that,
if we go play hard, we don’t have to
make spectacular plays, we just need
to make routine plays.”
Taylor will finally get to play at
home as they open up against Indiana Wesleyan tonight at 5 p.m.

Jimmy Fahlen represented Taylor as he
claimed fifth place overall in a pool of
highly talented golfers.
“We played fairly well today,” said
head coach Cam Andry. “The Brickyard is a very cool course, but if you
put the ball in play off the tee, you
can score. We did that for the most
part today.”
Tereshko led the Taylor men with a
score of 74 on day two. Day and Scheibe
contributed scores of 77 and 78, while
Jimmy Fahlen finished with an 80.
Stefan Fahlen finished the day with
82 to complete the Trojans’ five contributing scores.
“This was the best field we’ll face
all season until the national championship so for us to put two solid

rounds on the board was good,”
Andry said.
Tereshko claimed the lowest score
for the Trojans with a 151 overall, and
Jimmy Fahlen took the second lowest
with a one-stroke difference at 152.
Our Lady of the Lake claimed
first place on day two. They were
ranked at No. 10 of the top-25 nationally ranked teams. The Trojans’ sixth place title placed them
ahead of three nationally-ranked
teams in the top 25 and ahead of
conference rivals Indiana Wesleyan and Marion College.
The Trojans’ next competition begins today and tomorrow at the Bethel Pilot Invitational at Blackthorn
Golf Club.

Overcoming
the madness
Gabe Bain

Sports Co-editor

Coming into March, junior Jarrell
Smith did not know very much about
college basketball. March Madness
was just another phrase that had little significance. So filling out a NCAA
tournament bracket would not make

much sense for him.
Smith, who hails from Nassau, Bahamas, was pushed by a friend, sophomore Austin Friesen, to join The
Echo’s ESPN tournament challenge
and ended up taking home the prize
as his bracket came out on top.
“I wasn’t a fan of college basketball,
but I was a fan of the NBA,” Smith said.
“My friend got me into the whole college basketball thing. It just so happened that I won and he didn’t.”
His bracket finished with a score
of 1,330 points, according to the ESPN
scoring system. He also finished in

Softball

his friend Austin and did a little research on other teams.
When asked if he looked up the
opinions of college basketball experts, he joked, “Nothing else besides
my friend—intentional community.”
If having one of the nation’s top
brackets wasn’t enough, he now gets
to choose his prize. Smith chose the
$30 Starbucks gift card, so that he
could share it with his friend.
“After watching it (NCAA tournament), I became more interested in
college basketball,” Smith said. “I’ll
definitely do it again next year.”
*Smith finished second in the group
but won the prize because first place
was an Echo staff member.

Sports Co-Editor
I told you so. If you’re a regular reader of this column, then you witnessed
Louisville march to a national title
after hearing it here first. Maybe you
heard it somewhere else first because,
after all, Louisville was No. 1 overall.
I’m not a gambling man, but after
picking the Ravens to win the superbowl before playoffs started, and now
Louisville, it feels like I’m on a hot
streak. Hopefully missing a prediction here will knock me off my pedestal and bring me back to earth. Or
maybe I’ll get lucky again, and you’ll
see my ego get even bigger by my
next column.
To test some of this newfound predictability, I’m going to explain who
will bring home the green jacket in
this weekend’s Masters.
First, I’m going to tell you who
won’t win this year’s tournament.
Rory McIlroy may give a solid showing but a year ago he was sitting in
prime position heading into Sunday.
After suffering a collapse that plummeted Rory to 15th in 2012, he might
feel some pressure on Sunday.
I don’t think he’ll win, but watch
out for Louis Oosthuizen. The South
African native has never won a Masters but fell just short to Watson in
playoff holes in 2012. He’s hyped for
another shot, and I expect him to play
well, just not well enough.
The same goes for Adam Scott and
Lee Westwood. Scott finished second
in 2011 and Westwood was runner-up
in 2010. Scott also finished third behind Westwood in 2010. Both could be
lingering in the shadows come Sunday, but watch for Scott to be in contention until the very end.
Last on my list of contenders are
Lefty, or Phil Mickelson, and Rickie
Fowler. Fowler finished 27th last year
but has the talent to make a run at it
this weekend. Mickelson scares me
in this tournament because he could
have the poise to outlast my champion.
Tiger Woods, the only man in the
field with more Masters wins than
Mickelson, will make room in his
closet for one more green jacket. He
hasn’t done it since 2005, but Woods
is hungry. He’s playing the best golf
we’ve seen from him in a while, and
he’s due for a victory on a big stage.
He may not pull it off, but it benefits the sport if he does. It’s been
eight years since Tiger won his last
Masters, but he’s in better shape than
anybody to do it.
In his last win at the Arnold Palmer Invitational, Woods tied for 71st in
fairways hit. So how did he pull off the
win? He did it the same way he will
this weekend: putting. Woods led the
field in putting percentage in his last
tournament, making 30 of his last 31
putts inside 10 feet.
ESPN analyst Skip Bayless picked
against Tiger in a column this week.
“There’s no way Tiger’s putter can remain this magic of a wand,” Bayless said.
I say you’re wrong, Skip. If Tiger
puts it all together, and I think he will,
he’ll be sliding his arms into those
green sleeves for the first time since
2005. Welcome back, Tiger.

FOLLOW COLUMNIST
JEFF YODER @jyode8
For his latest sports tweets, from the absurd
to the need-to-know.
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Baseball

the 99.4th percentile in the
nation. This ranked him
at 46,580 in the nation out
of more than eight million
brackets submitted to ESPN.
Smith predicted the
championship game between Michigan and Louisville and had Louisville
winning. He simply chose the Cardinals over the Wolverines because they
were the higher seed.
Louisville was a popular pick in
The Echo’s tournament challenge
group, as 10 of the 50 people who entered picked them to win it all. The
difference between Smith and the
rest is he correctly chose the opponent in the championship and accurately predicted more games in the
earlier rounds.
Smith said he received help from

Jeff Yoder

Taylor

Bethel

Goshen

Grace

Huntington

Indiana
Wesleyan

Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

St. Francis

2nd

7th

10th

9th

6th

5th

8th

3rd

1st

4th

19-11 (14-2)

8-22 (5-11)

3-28 (2-16)

11-15 (4-12)

7-17 (7-7)

14-16-1 (9-7)

6-17 (5-11)

19-8 (11-5)

15-10 (11-1)

12-14 (8-4)

5th

3rd

8th

7th

4th

6th

2nd

10th

9th

1st

12-16 (4-4)

15-5 (5-3)

4-18 (4-8)

11-19 (3-3)

9-11 (5-5)

21-10 (3-3)

17-7 (8-2)

5-11 (1-3)

8-15 (1-2)

9-12 (4-0)
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COach smith ends
her impressive
career at taylor
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Baseball (19-11, 14-2)
Schedule

04/12 @ Spring Arbor (DH) 2 p.m.
04/13 vs Spring Arbor (DH) 1 p.m.
04/16 @ Huntington (DH) 4:30 p.m.
04/18 vs Huntington (DH) 2 p.m.
04/20 vs Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 @ Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 4 p.m.
04/25 @ Grace (DH) 2 p.m.
04/27 vs Grace (DH) 4 p.m.
05/01 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/02 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Left: Coach Smith departs Taylor as Trojans’ second winningest coach. Right: Coach Smith passionately motivates the girls as she did for eight seasons.

Coach Smith makes
move to Wheaton
Jeff Yoder

T

Sports Co-Editor

aylor head volleyball
coach Brittany Smith announced on Monday that
she will resign from her
position and take over
as head coach at NCAA Division III
Wheaton College in Wheaton, Ill.
“I feel very much at peace about
this and very excited for knowing
that this is God’s will,” Smith said. “I
also feel very sad to be leaving (Taylor) because this is what I’ve poured
myself into for eight years as a coach
and four years as a player.”
Smith, a 2000 graduate of TU, played
four years with the Trojans, earning
NAIA First-Team All American honors
in 1998 and Second-Team honors in

1999. She returned to Taylor to take
the head coaching job in 2005. In her
eight years as head coach, Smith has
taken the Trojans to three NAIA tournaments and five Crossroads League
championship appearances.
After posting a 240-94 record in the
past eight years, Smith departs as the
Trojans’ second winningest coach in
school history and third in career
winning percentage with .719.
Smith also compiled numerous
accolades in the NAIA in just eight
years. Along with six straight 30-win
seasons, a 53-game conference win
streak and three Crossroads League
Coach of the Year awards, Smith
leaves the Taylor volleyball program
ranked first in the entire NAIA with
1,131 all-time victories.
Her husband and former sports
information director at Taylor, Eric

“For the Lord to
provide that type
of opportunity
in a place where
our family can be
together is just
humbling. We’re
excited to see
what God has in
store for us there.”
—Brittany Smith

Smith, recently took a job in the Chicago area. The Smith kids, Jack, Audrey and William, live in Upland while
Eric travels to Chicago to work Monday through Wednesday. Being near
her husband and bringing their family back to a normal routine was a big
part of Smith’s decision.
“I love the whole person development of mind, body and spirit through volleyball,” Smith added.
“For the Lord to provide that type of
opportunity in a place where our family can be together is just humbling.

We’re excited to see what God has in
store for us there.”
Smith took over the coaching position from former head coach and current Athletic Director Angie Fincannon.
Her relationship with Fincannon and
others in the athletic department and
the Taylor community is one of the
things she will miss most.
“There’s not enough words to say how
strongly I feel about the people, specifically in this department,” Smith said. “To
have people in the trenches with you every day, willing to hear you out and support you when things are going hard . . .
to have people who consistently speak
truth to you has been such a blessing.”
Smith will begin her new position
at Wheaton on July 1, giving her time
to enjoy her last months in Upland
with her friends, staff and players before beginning her new journey.
“I’m very thankful that I can finish
my contract here and prepare this program for the next steps,” Smith said.
“I want this transition to be as easy as
possible for my players because they
mean everything to me.”

*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (12-16, 4-4)
Schedule

04/12 vs Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 5 p.m.
04/13 vs Bethel (DH) 1 p.m.
04/16 vs Spring Arbor (DH) 3 p.m.
04/19 vs Calumet of St. Joseph (DH) 3 p.m.
04/20 @ Siena Heights (DH) 1 p.m.
04/23 vs Huntington (DH) 5 p.m.
04/25 @ Marian (DH) 3 p.m.
04/27 @ St. Mary-of-the-Woods (DH) 1 p.m.
05/01 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
05/02 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
*(DH) - Double Header

Track and Field
Schedule

04/12-13 Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor Championships

Men’s Golf
Schedule

04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/22-23 Taylor Spring Invitational
04/29-30 Crossroads League Championship

Baseball team continues winning ways in conference play

Women’s Golf

The Trojans roll past
conference foe Marian
5-1 and 6-2 on Tuesday
Austin Kight

04/12-13 Battle at Blackthorn
04/19-20 Ohio Northern Spring Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championship

Sports Writer

With a conference record of 14-2, the
Trojans are quickly becoming the
team to beat in the Crossroads league.
Taylor finished a four-game sweep of
Marian University after defeating the
Knights 5-1 and 6-2 on Tuesday.
With a solid offensive performance
in the series, Taylor outscored the
Knights 38-14 over the four games.
In the first game, the Trojans found
themselves down 1-0 in the first inning after an RBI double off the center field wall by the Knights.
The bats seemed dead for the Trojan’s offense early on, but Taylor

buckled down in the third with leadoff singles by senior designated hitter Derek Kinzer and second baseman
sophomore Daimon Buck. With runners on the corners, freshman left
fielder Danny Moorehead blasted a
three-run shot over the left field wall
to give the Trojans a 3-1 push heading
into the bottom of the third.
“Overall, I felt pretty good,” Moorehead said. “I was seeing the ball well
and able to square a few balls up and
help contribute for the wins.”
Although Moorehead is off to
a great start his freshman year,
he understands he can get better
each game.
“My biggest thing to improve on is
just making sure I am staying back
and being patient to get good pitches
to hit,” Moorehead said. “I have a pretty aggressive approach at the plate

From Wildcat to Trojan
Jeff Yoder

Sports Co-Editor

The Taylor-Indiana Wesleyan rivalry is, well, unrivaled by any other teams in the Crossroads League.
From time to time, some individuals
get to experience both sides of the
competition. New Taylor Sports Information Director Seth Mikel is one
of those individuals.
“It’s weird. It’s a little bit odd for
me,” Mikel said. “Being a student-athlete at Indiana Wesleyan, there’s obviously the rivalry, but for me, there was
always a respect for Taylor as a University and what it stands for.”
Mikel earned a bachelor’s degree
in Sport Management at Indiana
Wesleyan (IWU) and graduated in
2003. In his time there, he played
baseball while serving as a student sports information assistant
with his roommate, Kyle Schmidt.
Schmidt is now the Sports Information Director at IWU.
Mikel grew up in Etna Green, Ind.,
with three older sisters and played
high school baseball at Tippecanoe
Valley. He’s a passionate St. Louis Cardinals fan as well as a fan of
North Carolina basketball and Notre
Dame football.
Since graduating from IWU in 2003,
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Mikel spent three years as an assistant sports information director at
Gardner-Webb University in Boiling
Springs, N.C. While he was there he
earned a master’s degree in Sports
Science and Pedagogy.
Mikel then left Gardner-Webb to
be the Sports Information Director (SID) at Defiance College in Defiance, Ohio. He was in charge of
the recreation of Defiance’s website while starting Facebook, Twitter and YouTube accounts for their
athletic department.
“Gardner-Webb was when I really
fell in love with (sports information)
because I wasn’t doing it 15 hours a
week, I was doing it 50 hours a week,”
Mikel said. “If you can do something

and sometimes it’s hard to find that
fine line between staying aggressive
in good counts, but patient enough
to get the pitch you want.”
A late sixth-inning rally sparked
by an RBI double off the bat of Buck
scored junior first baseman Jordan
Coffey and center fielder Grant Hendershot, giving the Trojans a 5-1 victory over the Knights.
It was another outstanding performance for senior ace Ryan Baker,
extending his record to 5-3 on the season. The veteran southpaw allowed
only six hits and one walk in his outing to top off his second complete
game of the season.
The Trojans jumped out to an early
lead in the second game. After a single from Moorehead, a towering long
ball to left center off Coffey’s bat gave
Taylor a 2-0 advantage heading into
that much and be that happy then it’s
probably what you should be doing.”
Mike officially started at Taylor on
March 18. As SID, he will be responsible for the promotion and marketing
of Taylor’s athletic programs as well
as serving as the main contact for national and local media.
Mikel, his wife Keely and their two
children, Austin (4) and Mackenna
(2), currently live in a house just south
of IWU’s campus. Mikel says he can see
IWU’s athletic fields, mainly the baseball diamond, from his backyard.
Once a Wildcat, now a Trojan, the
new SID says his history with IWU
won’t affect his newfound passion
for Taylor.
“I’ve only been here two weeks and
I’ve already seen that it’s a good place
and a place I’m excited about and
proud to be a part of,” Mikel said.

the bottom of the first inning.
Right fielder and senior Taylor Luna
got the offense started in the sixth
with a lead-off double to left. A string
of hits from Hendershot and second
baseman freshman Brian Moore
brought Luna around to score, putting the Trojans up 6-0 with one inning left to play.
Marian did not go down without a
fight, scoring two runs in the bottom
of the seventh. But it was not enough
as the Trojans cruised to a 6-2 victory
in the nightcap.
Senior Derek Kinzer (2-4) took the
mound for the Trojans in the second
game, in one of his best outings of the
year. Kinzer allowed only six hits and
one walk, striking out four in 6.2 innings of play.
“We have begun to get consistent
performances in all aspects of the

Schedule

game: good starts off the mound,
timely hitting/production, and solid
defense,” Kinzer said. “We have seen
glimpses of our ability to do so, and
now it is has started to be consistent.”
As the regular season begins to
wind down and tournament play
approaches, head coach Kyle Gould
says the team is taking it one game
at a time.
“We have shown a lot of improvement over the course of the season,”
Gould said. “Our pitching, which was
up and down early, has been very consistent of late and we have been solid
on defense.”
The Trojans will look to continue
their success at 2 p.m. today against
Spring Arbor.

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

New Sports Information Director Seth Mikel stands ready for the job ahead.

Athlete of the Week

KATIE DEHAAN
Year

Freshman

Hometown

Grand Rapids, MI

Nickname

Katie bell

Favorite book

“The Giving Tree”

Role model

My dad

Favorite movie

“Pride and Prejudice”

Favorite Bible verse

Ephesians 3:20-21

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller
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the stats won’t begin to define Coach Patterson’s legacy at Taylor
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734 career victories later
Sweet 16

Final Four

NAIA National Tournament

Nccaa National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

1983-1984

1984-1985

1985-1986

1986-1987

1988-1989

(21-10)

(27-10)

(26-7)

(25-8)

(27-8)

elite eight

NAIA National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

1990-1991

1991-1992

1992-1993

1993-1994

1994-1995

(34-4)

(29-5)

(27-7)

(29-5)

(17-14,8-6)

Sweet 16
MCC Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

1995-1996

1995-1996

1996-1997

1996-1997

1997-1998

1998-1999

1999-2000

2000-2001

2001-2002

2002-2003

(10-4)

(23-13)

(9-5)

(22-13)

(20-13,9-5)

(12-18,4-10)

(19-14,6-8)

(17-16,7-7)

(25-7,11-3)

(10-4)

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

2002-2003

2003-2004

2003-2004

2004-2005

2004-2005

2005-2006

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

(25-9)

(10-4)

(26-8)

(12-4)

(23-10)

(13-3)

(28-7)

(14-17,6-10)

(20-12,10-6)

(11-20,3-13)

MCC Tournament

MCC Tournament

Crossroads League Tournament

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

(15-15,5-11)

(21-11,9-9)

(21-12,11-7)

The legendary

Paul Patterson retires

1991

1996

NAIA Coach of the year

NAIA Hall of fame inductee

Patterson era. These former players,
assistant coaches and acquaintances
share the same monumental respect
for Patterson and what he means to
college basketball in Indiana.
“I’ve heard from a lot of our former players already,” Patterson said.
“And every time I do, it reminds me of
[their] path through here, the successes that have helped [them] be who
[they are] today. And I’d rather dwell
on those things.”
The list of Patterson players who
have turned into coaches is a lengthy
one. The next possible coaching product is Coons, who will likely use his
Patterson lessons in a basketball environment after college.
“The most important thing I’ve
learned from Coach is how to handle
adversity and difficult circumstances
well,” Coons added. “My experiences
here and the lessons he has taught me
have had an impact on how I approach
multiple aspects of basketball and life,
and for that I will be forever grateful.
. . . I can honestly say that a big reason why I came to TU was to be able to
play under Coach Patterson because I
wanted to be a coach in the future.”
The sheer presence of a coach like
Patterson impacts everyone surrounding him. He’s an icon when people
think of Taylor athletics. His genuine
attitude toward both people and the
game of basketball is the legacy that
will be left.

“Coach Patterson is known for his
philosophical approach to leadership
and coaching,” said Athletic Director
Angie Fincannon. “I value Paul’s ‘real’
approach to circumstances and challenges. Paul’s authentic faith has been
evidenced in the core of his coaching.”
Fincannon will now begin the
search for the next Taylor men’s basketball coach. The new coach will become just the 12th in 81 years of Trojan
basketball. Patterson’s 34-year run
began immediately after Don Odle’s
32-year stint, meaning the next Trojan
coach will be the third in 66 years.
Replacing Patterson is the next
step, but for now, many will reflect
on what Patterson has done for hundreds of young men and the game of
basketball.
“He’s been great for the game,”
Stevens added. “He’s been great for
younger coaches to model themselves
after. He’s established quite a legacy in
that regard.”
All kinds of personalities exist in
sports. The leaders, captains, motivators and role models are all there.
Whether they’re coaches or players,
they’re all great in their own way. But
sometimes, if you’re lucky, you’ll come
across one that’s legendary.

By Jeff Yoder, Sports Co-Editor / Jon Stroshine, News Editor

Thirty-four years ago,
Paul Patterson replaced Don
Odle as the men’s basketball
coach at Taylor. Odle’s shoes
were hard to fill at the time.

In his career at Taylor, Patterson has taken 15 conference championships and made 14 NAIA National
Tournament berths, including two
trips to the Sweet 16 and one run to
the Final Four. He has also won 12
Coach of the Year awards in the CrossNow, Patterson is a legend, and his roads League and was NAIA National
Coach of the Year in 1991. In 1996, he
stats won’t begin to define his legacy
was inducted in the NAIA Hall of Fame.
at Taylor over the past three decades.
Patterson’s focus isn’t just on the
Patterson announced his retirement
game of basketball, but on the game
early Tuesday morning.
“I believe as strongly as I ever have of life. He holds an extraordinary number of accolades as a coach, but his
in the value of a competitive athletic
experience done well,” Patterson said. most important accomplishment is the
“These are spiritual journeys that these impact he’s had on players’ lives off the
court.
guys are on, and I think we’ve seen a
“I grew so much as a player and a
lot of success stories.”
Patterson has embodied Tay- person in my four years here,” said senior Casey Coons. “I owe a lot of that to
lor’s commitment to tradition.
With 734 wins, Patterson is the win- Coach.”
Patterson is the type of coach you
ningest college basketball coach in
could write a book about. He’s the
Indiana history. No. 2 on the list is Indiana University’s Bob Knight, a com- kind of person you would never forget
meeting and the kind of role model
parison that only begins to illustrate
whom hundreds of college basketPatterson’s impact at Taylor over the
ball players could look up to for many
years.
years.
Patterson cited family concerns
and a desire to see the program
grow as his reasons for stepping
down. He believes the decision will
allow his wife to spend more time

700
2011-12

600

with their two grandchildren.
The longtime coach also noticed a
lack of depth in his team as the Crossroads League tournament approached
in late February.
“We need to have more depth in
this program to answer the challenges
of schools in our conference,” Patterson said. “If I can’t get that done, then
maybe somebody else needs to.”
Patterson said that he did not know
what his post-Taylor life would include, but he mentioned his desire to
“He’s been great for younger
coaches to model themselves
after. He’s established quite
a legacy in that regard.”
- Brad Stevens
Butler Head Basketball Coach

work with young coaches. He hopes
his legacy is one of doing good work
and helping develop outstanding
young people.
One of those young coaches he’s
been in contact with is Butler head
coach Brad Stevens.
“I’ve been fortunate enough to
count [Patterson] as a friend for a long
time,” Stevens said. “The biggest thing
that I’ve taken from him is that the
best coaches are constantly trying to
learn and grow. He’s been a great example of that. To be focused like that
and to be that committed for so long is
a great achievement.”
Staying committed for so long
has created numerous alumni of the
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Recognition of the legacy
Taylor University’s men’s basketball coach Paul Patterson was recognized on Feb. 17 2012 by the
Indiana House of Representatives in honor of becoming the
only coach in history to record 700
wins while coaching at a four-year
Indiana college.
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1988-89

Patterson coached the nationally
recognized “Silent Night” in his bare
feet to benefit Samaritan’s Feet, an
organization committed to providing shoes to children in need.
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Coach of Team USA
In the summer of 2005, Coach Patterson was selected as a court
coach for USA Basketball’s Under
21 team under head coach Phil
Marteli of St. Joseph College.

1984-85

The Road to the
mythic 700 wins

